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Westerville, Ohio 43081 
Mark Reynolds empathizes with his 
team during the intramural football 
game: 
2 Opening 
-
Top - The sisters of Sigma Alpha Tau share their 
feelings for their candidate at the Homecoming 
serenades. 
Center Left - Freshman Anya Randall sparks 
emotion at the annual Freshman Talent Show. 
Bottom - Homecoming Queen Lisa Fickel smiles 
for the ladies of Epsilon Kappa Tau as they serenade 
her. 
Opening 3 
Top Left - The brothers of Eta Phi Mu have a 
good time with their Homecoming float! 
Top Right - The Owls find a fun way to raise 
money . . . workers Sharon Cullers, Gwynn 
Peebles, and Martha McKell drum up some 
business for the Hooters! 
Bottom - Freshmen Robert Dougherty, 
Kevin Dougherty, and Sam Woody enjoy the 
great autumn weather while they "study." 
4 Opening 
Top - Jennifer Edens and Nadine Sheridan have 
fun in the sun! 
Left - Squad members Patricia Daugherty, Susie 
Brown, Tami Griffin, and Bethany Douglass have fun 
at the Bengals game. 
Right - Noreen Neary and Kris Ozmun find the 
perfect way to study. 
Opening 5 
• up - Letters to family and friends help students 
keep in touch with the "real world." 
Above - R. A. Richard Hart is on call and ready 
to help his residents at any lime. 
Middle Right - Otterbein's faithful trainers tend to 
injured Cardinals. 
Below - Otterbein's many blood drives help to fill 
the needs of the community. 
6 Opening 
John Watts shows how every student compensates 
for the Campus Center food . 
Opening 7 
8 Opening 
Above - The Cardinal football squad always desires to do their 
best! 
Left - Otterbein brings people together in some of the nicest 
ways! 
The Lady Cards take a break from 
the game as Coach Amy Backus talks 
the team to victory. 
Above - Greg Hippler's desire to graduate forces him to 
spend an afternoon in the library. 
Left - Cathy Heckmann is crowned 1985 Winter Carnival 
Queen by last year's queen Kathy Holder. 
Opening 9 
10 Opening 
Top - Freshmen Dean Kincaid and Pat Denoma 
experience fun at Otterbe in at the Freshman Hoedown 
welcoming party! 
Right - Mike Mesewicz makes his own fun as he 
savors an ea r of corn a t the " Welcome, Freshmen" 
picnic. 
Left - Homecoming balloons bring loads of smiles to 
O.C. 
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Top - Lori Ashcraft and Mike Maxwell give 
everyone lots of laughs with their squaredancing style. 
Middle Left - Jeff Kin and Carol Lee Mika have 
fun with their duet while entertaining the audience in 
Opus Zero's fall concert. 
Middle Right - Independent Homecoming can-
didate Laurie Brown enjoys the Homecoming parade 
and all its festivities. 
Bottom - The O.C. football games bring fun and ex-
citement to the Saturdays of fall term. 
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Opening 11 
12 Opening 
Opposite page: 
Top Left - Seniors Martha McKell and Devonie 
Verne cheer the Otters on to victory. 
Top Right- A typical scene at Otterbein College! 
Middle Left - Juniors Vicki Mabry and Rhonda 
LeRoy take a break from their hectic studies. 
Middle Right - The record-breaking Otterbein 
basketball squad celebrates their first game of the 
season with a victory over Ohio Dominican. 
Bottom - Faithful basketball fans Paul Keefer, 
Richelle Ekin, Dawn Calder, Maureen Sims, Lori 
Povisil, Shari Cox, and Candee Morris show their 
support for the team. 
Left - The 0-Squad finishes another great perfor-
mance with the band. 
Below - Brad Thomas and Mark Milowsky 
make the most of being an Otterbein basketball fan. 
Opening 13 
14 Campus Life 
Senior Bob Bock exemplifies Otterbein - he can 
eat pizza, watch T.V., and study all at the same time! 
Campus Life 15 
President and Mrs. DeVore enjoy the beautiful 
Homecoming parade. 
President DeVore inspires the Otterbein Com-
munity with his installation address. 
16 Campus Life 
President Brent DeVore has as much fun at the 
Endowed Scholarship pizza party as the students do! 
President DeVore and family: son Matt, Dr. 
DeVore, daughter Krista, and wife Linda. 
President DeVore strives for better communica-
tion with students; here he is seen with seniors Dave 
Williams and Brian Driver. 
De V ore brings 
fresh ideas 
to Otterbein 
C. Brent DeVore was formally installed as 
the 19th president of Otterbein College on 
Sept. 25 in a ceremony attended by over 
700 people. 
This is the fourth involvement with an 
educational institution for DeVore, and he 
spoke very highly of Otterbein's consistent 
approach to issues and its mature ideas. 
"I feel the job of president is to provide 
the best possible environment for learning, 
and to always concern myself with the best 
interest of the individual student," DeVore 
said. "The best part of my job is interacting 
with the students." 
Dr. DeVore received his doctorate in 
higher education administration and his 
master's degree in communication and jour-
nalism at Kent State University. From his ex-
perience there during the turbulent 70s, he 
learned one very important lesson: "Don't 
ever allow distance to develop between 
students and administration." This simple 
goal of building relationships is the key to his 
philosophy as president. 
He has many other goals for the college, 
including increasing its visibility to the 
public, drawing more students from other 
cultures and geographical areas to create a 
greater diversity, and providing more off-
campus experiences to help give the student 
a better understanding of what to expect 
after college. 
He has met many Otterbein alumni 
around the country during his first year, and 
he has discovered the "Otterbein Ex-
perience" works: "There is an incredible 
diversity of fields among alumni, many more 
than you would think from a small college," 
he added. 
The alumni said their Otterbein years 
were very meaningful. They listed three 
main reasons: the general liberal arts educa-
tion which created a broad base to build 
upon, interaction with faculty, and personal 
relationships. 
"What people always seem to remember 
are the personal interactions and the rela-
tionships with people," he commented. 
Dr. DeVore has created a closer relation-
ship between the administration and the 
students since his appointment to Otterbein. 
The Otterbein Experience is working every 
day for each and every student. 
by Cheryl Brady 
Campus Life 17 
Tradition brings 
alumni home 
Tradition - what better exemplifies it 
than Homecoming? Blooming Homecoming 
mums, glowing queens, college friends, col-
orful floats, and a victorious football team all 
make up the secure feeling of coming home 
to Otterbein. 
Although Homecoming remains tradi-
tional, transitional change is what makes 
each Homecoming unique, as did the 
presence of new president, Dr. C. Brent 
DeVore. 
Jennifer Merkle, the student coor-
dinator of Homecoming, said this year was 
different because "there was much more 
student participation than in the recent 
past." 
The football team's victory and the crown-
ing of queen Lisa Fickel also caused quite 
a bit of excitement. Fickel, a member of Ep-
silon Kappa Tau, said, "Homecoming was 
unique this year because I am on the tradi-
tional events committee of the Campus Pro-
gramming Board, which includes buying the 
queen's flowers and bracelet. This year 
someone was doing this for me!" 
by Kim Whitmore 
The Cards celebrate a touchdown against Ohio 
Wesleyan. 
The 0-Squad's flags fly high in the Homecoming 
parade as the Cardinal Marching Band celebrates its 
75th anniversary. 
18 Campus Life 
Tau Epsilon Mu's "Footloose" float won "Best 
Overall" in the annual Homecoming float competition. 
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The sisters of Theta Nu serenade their Homecoming 
Queen candidate Tracey Muschott. 
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Lisa Fickel, representing Epsilon Kappa Tau, 
reigns over the parade as the 1984 Homecoming 
Queen. 
Devonie Verne of Tau Epsilon Mu smiles as her 
sorority honors her in song. 
Campus Life 19 
Homecoming '84 
Sigma Delta Phi's "Bishop Busters" float receives 
honors for "Best Theme" float of 1984. 
President C. Brent DeVore, Otterbein's 19th presi· 
dent, and Mrs. DeVore take a place of honor in the 
parade. 
Susan Bowman represents Kappa Phi Omega as a 
candidate for Homecoming Queen. 
20 Campus Life 
Otterbein is off with the punt after the score. 
Opposite Page - Maid-of-Honor Martha McKell, 
representing Sigma Alpha Tau, smiles as her sorority 
serenades her. 
Queen Lisa Fickel is crowned by Gigi Rohner as 
escort Joe Barber watches. 
The 1984 Homecoming Court: Devonie Verne, 
TEM, and escort Brian Johnston, Lisa Fickel, EKT, 
and escort Kevin McKay, Susan Bowman, Kappa 
Phi, and escort Andy Sinclair, Martha McKell, 
Owls, and escort Jerry Thaman, Laurie Lee Brown, 
independent, and escort Jeff Gale, and Tracey 
Muschott, Theta Nu, and escort Mark Seymour. 
Campus Life 21 
Clements Hall resident assistant Teri Williamson 
takes night duty in Garst Hall. 
Vice President of Student Affairs: Dean JoAnne 
VanSant . 
. Triad RA Richard Hart spends some free time with 
Garst gal Vicki Mabry. 
22 Campus Life 
Scott Hall RA Mike Mesewicz finds time in his busy 
schedule to crack the books. 
Dean of Admissions: William Stahler. 
Carter brings 
changes for RAs 
The residence life staff experienced a 
challenging and exciting year, making 
changes ranging from personnel appoint-
ments to personal growth. 
One of the appointments was that of 
Karen Carter, supervisor of resident 
assistants and hall directors. Prior to her ap-
pointment, Carter had no exposure to the 
Otterbein community, which provided her 
with a sense of excitement, experimenta-
tion, and learning. 
Carter feels that the changes she brought 
were those of approach, personality, and 
new methods of supervising and managing 
resident assistants by stressing consistency, 
efficiency, and organization. She also placed 
an emphasis on self-improvement skills for 
both hall directors and resident assistants. 
There were 32 resident assistants for the 
1984-'85 year; only one replacement was 
made during the academic year. 
by Kim Whitmore 
Dean for Student Development: Robert Gatti. 
Campus Life 23 
Becky Smith, Coordinator of Student Activities, 
keeps busy planning CPB events. 
Fun remains 
for volunteers 
In the past, Host and Tour was known as 
a fun means of making extra spending 
money by showing prospective Otterbein 
students around campus, but not anymore. 
The fun remains, but the services rendered 
are strictly on a volunteer basis. 
Dan Pohl, Host and Tour coordinator, 
believes that the volunteer system attracts 
students who truly want to be there. He has 
found that visitors are more impressed with 
students who sincerely want to meet them 
and show them around campus than with 
those who were just trying to earn some ex-
tra weekend money. 
According to Pohl, the volunteer system 
is responsible for an enthusiastic and high-
quality year for Host and Tour. Also, many 
of the 35 Host and Tour members are in 
public relations or communications fields, 
which adds professionalism to the tours. 
by Kim Whitmore 
24 Campus Life 
Assistant Dean of Admissions Dan Pohl takes time 
out for a cold baseball game. 
Nursing major Jenny Ringo answers Brad Ear· 
man's questions as a student assistant to orientation. 
The 1985 Host and Tour Staff: Cathy Heckmann, 
Marty Perry, Rich Hart, Dawn Calder, Jerry 
Comer, Sherri Puderbaugh, Cyndi Shover, Mer· 
rilee Wagner, Jean Moats, and coordinator Dan 
Pohl. 
Below - Director of Financial Aid Leann Conard. 
Vice-president of Academic Affairs Donald 
Bulthaup. 
Campus Life 25 
Greeks party! 
The EKT Mardi Gras! The Rats-Owl 
Blast! The TEM-Ciub Blast! No one can say 
that the Greeks didn't provide plenty of fall 
entertainment for the campus. All three 
events were very successful and were sup-
ported not only by Greeks but by many in-
dependents-and freshmen as well. 
The blasts are anticipated each fall. Not 
only do they allow the Greek organizations 
to meet prospective rushees, but they also 
provide the opportunity for the Greeks to 
socialize with other Greeks. 
The first of the three blasts, the EKT Mar-
di Gras, was held Sept. 29 at the Westerville 
Armory. The Mardi Gras theme was a 
change from the traditional Monte Carlo. 
Another new tradition began with the 
Rats-Owl Blast on Nov. 10. Otterbein 
students met for a night of fun and dancing 
at Bieghtler Armory in Dublin. 
The TEM-Ciub Blast ended the term with 
the theme "Sunglasses at Night." Everyone 
wore sunglasses and had a "blast!" 
by Nancy Ray 
Nadine Sheridan shows her more serious side to Jenny Ringo, Kable Brockmeyer, and two Owls 
Jeff Werner. alumni sell tickets at the door. 
26 Campus Life 
Several freshmen dance to the WOBN deejays at the 
Rats-Owl Blast 
Rich Klempay and Nancy Ray publicize the TEM-
CLUB "Sunglasses at Night" Blast 
Doug Martin and Susan Hetzel dance their ver-
sion of the fox trot 
Young Love - Danielle Ginn and Doug Barr. 
Campus Life 27 
Intramurals coordinator Scott Rush refs the softball 
championship game. 
Brett Brown tries to scare the Rats team with a 
tough, mean look. 
28 Campus Life 
The Rats call a time out to go over their strategy. 
Bill Moler, who plays baseball for the Cardinals, 
coaches third base for Jonda during the championship Greg Hippler almost gets his hands on the flag to 
bout. stop action. 
In tram urals 
fun for all 
Intramural sports give students a chance 
to participate in sports without the pressures 
of being on a varsity team. The program is 
designed to bring people together in com-
petitive action, and the name of the game is 
fun! 
Fall term intramurals included football, 
volleyball, and co-ed volleyball. Even though 
intramural sports are played for fun and ex-
ercise, the competition sometimes became 
very serious. Football playoffs were held 
under the lights of the OC stadium with the 
championship going to the Zeta Phi team 
over the Davis Hall team. 
During winter term, Club I took the win-
ning honors in basketball. Spring term 
brought lots of softball action with the win-
ning honors going to the men's softball team 
Phi Slamma Batta, and the women's team 
led by Kandi Kennedy. 
Scott Rush, intramurals coordinator, 
summed it all up saying, "It was an 
experience!" 
by Vicki Mabry 
Campus Life 29 
Zeta Phi fans watch intramural football finals under 
the lights of the stadium. 
Dick Hempy covers third base in the championship 
game of intramural softball. Phi Slamma Balta (men's 
varsity basketball team} was victorious over the Eta Phi 
Muteam. 
The Davis Hall football team has a conference during 
the final football game against Zeta Phi. The Rats won 
the fall term intramural championship. 
30 Campus Life 
In tram urals 
Dr. David Deever is up to bat for the faculty soft-
ball team as they go against the "Aloha" team. 
Scott Bardall of the Davis team takes the competi· 
!ion seriously. 
The Country Club I basketball team takes winter 
term intramural honors as champions. 
Brad Rinehart and Neil Obrien see action in the 
final game of the intramural softball tournament. 
Campus Life 31 
The 1985 Winter Carnival Court: Teresa Verne 
and escort Steve McConaghy, Julie Neal and escort 
Dave Mainella, Queen Cathy Heckmann and escort 
Dave Skrobot, Dawn Calder and escort Rob 
Gagnon, and Pidget Hall and escort Victor Canini. 
Winter Carnival 
provides warmth 
The winter of 1985 can be described in 
one word - cold. With the help of the tradi-
tional Winter Carnival, though, we were able 
to escape from the weather for a moment of 
warmth. 
Five of Otterbein's finest young women 
were chosen to represent the 1985 Winter 
Carnival court. Cathy Heckmann was 
crowned queen at halftime of the Otterbein 
vs. Capital basketball game. 
Heckmann said, "I was so excited to 
receive the crown from a [sorority] sister and 
keep it in the Owl family for two years." 
Winter Carnival also included a bridal 
show held in the Campus Center. The 
clothes were modeled by several of Otter-
bein's students. 
After the game, many students ended 
their weekend at the post-game mixer held 
at the Windsong Country Club. WOBN pro-
vided the sound. 
by Devonie Verne 
32 Campus Life 
Candidate Dawn Calder and escort Rob Gagnon 
await the announcement of the queen. 
The Rike Center is filled to capacity for the Winter 
Carnival festivities. 
Halftime of the Cap·Otter winter game includes the 
crowning of the winter queen. Dave Skrobot escorts 
Cathy Heckmann onto the court. 
The Q.Squad entertains for the carnival. Kelly 
Engler shows her best moves. 
Bill Pierce and Amy Capper enjoy the Winter Car· 
nival mixer. 
Campus Life 33 
Carnival "35 
Steve McConaghy escorts candidate Theresa 
Verne onto the court for the crowning of the Winter 
Carnival queen. 
The Cardinals get psyched for the big Cap·Otter 
game - the highlight of Winter Carnival. 
34 Campus Life 
Jenny Slager models for the fashion show which 
is becoming a new tradition for Winter Carnival 
weekend. 
WOBN provides the tunes for the Winter Carnival 
mixer at the Windsong Country Club; 
Dave Mainella escorts his steady gal, Julie Neal, 
as the crowning festivities get under way. 
The Cards cheer for the start of the game. 
Rhonda Gearhart and Toby Wagner take a break 
from the dance floor long enough to pose for the 
camera. 
Campus Life 35 
Freshman Troy Watson takes a break from Spanish 
to smile for our camera. 
Jackie Jones works on the ever-popular religion 
seminar paper. 
The residence halls provide ample opportunity for 
horseplay. Rhonda Leroy and Michael McKinney 
"beach it up" in the halls of Garst, the new coed dorm. 
36 Campus Life 
Mayne Hall has their annual panty raid. What will 
the girls from Engle Hall give them?! 
Rick Gagnon experiences another aspect of cam- Kelly Hays has a comfortable spot to study in ... 
pus life ... Campus Center food!!! her room. 
Persistence earns 
policy change in 
residence hall 
Visitation and co-ed residence halls at Otter-
bein! Thanks to persistence and hard work, a 
select few freshmen did what the typical up-
perclassman considered impossible. One senior 
was quoted as saying, "We will never get co-ed 
halls or visitation of any kind, so why bother?" 
Last spring, freshmen expressed a need for 
alternative living patterns. In an attempt to 
meet those needs, Student Personnel proposed 
that beginning in the fall of 1985, Garst Hall 
would become a co-ed residence hall. 
Students on the housing committee voiced 
their opinions to administration, convincing 
them that co-ed housing was needed and Otter-
bein students would be responsible with the 
privilege. The proposal was passed on a trial 
basis, but has since been passed as a perma-
nent policy. 
by Kim Whitmore 
Campus Life 37 
Triad band members Kevin Stafford and Rick 
Wells jam it up at the Spring Music Fest. 
Jonda men Tom Huffman and Toby Wagner 
make their own sort of music in the spirit of the day. 
Spring Music Fest coordinator Lori Warren 
deserves a round of applause for a fun day!! 
38 Campus Life 
Mike Cunningham and friends entertain folks in 
the Campus Center. 
Triad entertains through the dinner hour. 
Tenth Fest a 
spring success 
This year marked the tenth anniversary of 
the Spring Music Fest. 
The Music Fest is a tradition allowing 
students to share their musical talents with 
their peers. 
This year's format was similar to those of 
the past. Participation was varied with over 
25 students performing many different 
styles of music. 
The chairman of the Music Fest was junior 
Lori Warren, who was in charge of the 
overall organization from the food to the per-
formances. Sophomore Patti Fott was in 
charge of publicity and Rich Klempay 
worked to gather prizes from area 
merchants. 
The show, beginning at 2 p.m. and ending 
at 8 p.m., was held in the Campus Center 
because of rain. A picnic dinner was served 
to add to the festivities. 
About $450 worth of prizes were given 
out throughout the program, making the 
evening not only fun, but profitable, too! 
by Martha Dunphy 
Due to damp weather, the Spring Music Fest was 
held inside the Campus Center. Music fans Jan 
Erickson, Eric Bright, and Chris Erickson don't 
seem to mind the move indoors. 
Campus Life 39 
Kathy Ruehle crowns Rhonda LeRoy May Day 
Queen as the court looks on. 
Dance a success 
The May Day activities will probably be 
most remembered for "pulling off" the May 
Pole dance. This was the first time in four 
years that the dance worked. 
According to May Day coordinator Jen-
nifer Merkle, Dean VanSant, who in-
structed the May Pole dancers, was pleased 
with the girls' performance and feels that 
this year's success will generate even more 
interest next year. 
During the day, an art show of six local ar-
tists was held in front of the Campus Center. 
According to Merkle, the artists were well-
received and will return next year. Also on 
May Day, 22 new members 'were tapped for 
the senior leadership and academic 
honorary Teliotes. Members Kim Whit-
more and Sherri Orr did the tapping. 
A well-attended dinner theatre preceded 
the spring musical "West Side Story." After 
the musical on Saturday night, the May Day 
mixer was held in Reynoldsburg. 
by Kim Whitmore 
40 Campus Life 
Candidate Jenny Ringo and escort David Bricker. 
May Day festivities include the theatre department's 
production of "West Side Story" with leads Tim 
Gregory and Sherri Puderbaugh. 
Candidate Shari Cox and escort Brad Rinehart. 
Candidate Susie Brown and escort Dennis 
Janney. 
The May Pole dancers begin intertwining the ribbons 
of the May Pole. 
Campus Life 41 
May Day ~ss 
Candidate Mallory Tolley and escort Dick Day. 
Candidate Shari Cox enjoys the May Day baseball 
game with her mother and friend from home. 
42 Campus Life 
The baseball game is a big part of the May Day 
festivities. Bruce Gifford is up to bat for the Cards. 
The May Pole dancers begin their very successful 
May Pole dance in celebration of the queen's 
coronation. 
The 1985 May Day Court: Jenny Ringo and escort 
David Bricker, Shari Cox and escort Brad 
Rinehart, Queen Rhonda LeRoy and escort Steve 
Brown, Susie Brown and escort Dennis Janney, 
1984 Queen Kathy Ruehle and escort, and Mallory 
Tolley and escort Dick Day. 
Queen Rhonda LeRoy and escort Steve Brown. 
May Pole dancer Kez Ward enjoys her part of the 
May Day festivities. 
Campus Life - 43 
Practice is the key to success in the performing arts. 
Linda Runyon spends many hours in the practice 
rooms of Battelle perfecting her piano playing. 
44 TheArts 
TheArts 45 






























76 Academics 
Calculus IV student Paul Pagano points out an im-
portant theorem to Dusty Hines. 
Academics 77 
THE CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT: Dr. Robert 
Place, Dr. Jerry Jenkins, Dr. Rex Ogle. 
Chemistry Dept. 
Faculty members Dr. Jerry Jenkins, 
Dr. Robert Place, and Dr. Rex Ogle 
direct Otterbein's chemistry department. 
Within the chemistry major, students may 
choose from three areas of concentration: 
dental or medical school preparation, in-
dustrial career or graduate school prepara-
tion, or secondary education. 
Next winter, a new class called Informa-
tion Science will be offered to deal with the 
application of computer technology to the 
field of chemistry. 
According to Dr. Ogle, "For the size 
school we are, we have good opportunities 
for students to become involved." 
THE PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT: Dr. Joyce 
Karsko, R. K. Thomas, Larry Cox. 
Right - Director of TV production Dr. David 
Doney instructs students in the use of the camera. 
Above - New students Mark Jeffreys and David 
Stone work on scheduling their classes at the new stu-
dent summer orientation. 
78 Academics 
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Psychology Dept. 
Faculty members in the psychology 
department have been active in community 
outreach programs this year. 
Larry Cox, assistant professor of 
psychology, and Dr. Joyce Karsko, 
associate professor of psychology, offered 
stress management seminars at Otterbein as 
a part of a community program. 
Adjunct instructor Sarah Boysen works 
with chimpanzees in a program at OSU; Dr. 
Daniel Davis, also an adjunct instructor, is 
a forensics psychologist at the Timothy 
Moritz Center; and R. K. Thomas, a full-
time instructor, is working on his doctorate 
at OSU. 
THE EQUINE SCIENCE DEPARTMENT: Coach A. 
•Anne Coyle, Fiddle, Dr. Maria Calderone, Dr. 
ichael Herschler. 
Right - Dr. James Hinton always finds time to 
help students. 
Bottom - THE PHYSICS/ ASTRONOMY 
DEPARTMENT: Dr. Philip Barnhart, Dr. Louis 
Arnold. 
Equine Science 
In April, the senate approved the addition 
of an equestrian minor to the equine science 
program. The minor is designed for students 
interested in the instructional and riding 
aspects of the equine industry. 
Dr. Maria S. Calderone, director of the 
program, stresses that equine students can 
pursue careers in such areas as farm 
management, horse training, riding instruc-
tion, sales, insurance, judging, or journalism. 
The minor will be offered for the first time 
in the 1985-86 school year. 
Physics/ Astronomy 
The physics/astronomy department at Ot-
terbein is one of the smaller departments in the 
college - about one graduate a year obtains a 
degree in this area. 
Although people majoring in physics or 
astronomy are not numerous, "the track record 
of our graduates has been very good," accord-
ing to Dr. Philip Barnhart, department 
chairman. 
One graduate is presently working for 
Lockheed, International in Palo Alto, CA, in the 
area of satellite communications. 
"We're small, but we're good," concluded 
Barnhart. 
Academics 79 
Speech Dept. 
John Ludlum, chairman of the speech 
department, said, "This was a year of rapid 
growth for the (speech) department and the 
programs. We have improved the facilities 
as well as the programs." 
WOBN's studios were modernized, and 
plans are being made to do the same for 
WOCC using college grants. 
The forensic team also improved this 
year, almost tripling according to Ludlum. 
The team competed in 10 tournaments this 
year. 
English Dept. 
The English department provided many 
activities and outreach programs this year. 
For the third year, high school students 
were invited on campus for both the Otter-
bein English Festival and the Ohio Press 
Conference Day, giving students a chance to 
practice both their creative and journalistic 
writing skills. Bob Orr, a local news anchor, 
was the guest speaker for the Press Con-
ference Day. 
The Otterbein Poetry Series was also suc-
cessful and well-attended. 
80 Academics 
THE SPEECH/COMMUNICATIONS DEPART-
MENT: Dr. David Doney, John Ludlum, John 
Buckles. 
The Otterbein faculty enjoy many of the extra cur-
ricular activities. Mr. and Mrs. Buckles take in some 
basketball action. 
Dr. James Bailey, Dr. Norman 
James Gorman, Dr. Marilyn Saveson, Dr. 
Prindle. 
Foreign Language 
The foreign language department made a 
great advance with the purchase of a 
satellite dish. The dish will bring in foreign 
programming, originating in Mexico and 
French Canada, for viewing by the ad-
vanced foreign language students. 
Dr. Roger Neff, chairman of the foreign 
language department, said the programs will 
offer "a variety of situations anywhere from 
commercials and variety shows to documen-
taries and news broadcasts." He believes it 
is important for language students to hear 
natives speak the language they are 
studying. 
Dr. Charles Dodrill, chairman of the theatre 
department, keeps a hectic schedule with teaching 
classes and directing theatre productions. 
Middle - THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE DEPART-
MENT: Seated: Paulette Loop, Linda Shinnock, 
Lucia Villalon, Dr. Sylvia Vance. Standing: Dr. 
Roger Neff, Randi Weisberger, Holly Harris, 
Susan Klopp, Susan Blower, Mary Clark, James 
Carr. 
Sociology Dept. 
According to Dr. Albert Lovejoy, chair-
man of the sociology department, a new 
course called Sociology of Complex 
Organizations is being offered to students 
during the 1985 summer session. 
Dr. Eva Sebo, an adjunct faculty member, 
will teach the course. 
Lovejoy is currently seeking a replace-
ment for Dr. Mary Fonow, formerly an assis-
tant professor of sociology. 
The department is expected to graduate 
six students with majors in sociology this 
June. 
THE SOCIOLOGY DEPARTMENT: Dr. Albert 
Lovejoy, Dr. Eva Sebo. 
Endowed scholar Michael McKinney enjoys the an-
nual back-to-school pizza party for scholarship 
recipients. 
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THE HISTORY /POLITICAL SCIENCE DEPART-
MENT: Dr. John Laubach, Dr. Ursula Holtermann, Dr. 
June Horton, Dr. Stuart Knee, Dr. Harold Hancock 
History /Pol. Sci. 
The history /political science department 
saw many faculty changes this year with the 
retirement of former chairman Dr. Harold 
Hancock. Dr. Hancock retired from full-
time teaching and teaches one class each 
term. 
Replacing Dr. Hancock as chairman of 
the department is Dr. Stuart Knee. Dr. 
June Horton is also new to the 
department. 
The field of history /political science offers 
unique career and internship possibilities. 
Students sometimes work in Washington, 
D.C., for a summer or volunteer in local 
campaigns. 
THE MATH/COMPUTER SCIENCE DEPART-
MENT: Dr. Thomas James, Dr. Roy Reeves, Roger 
Wiley, Dr. David Deever, Patricia Patterson, Dr. 
Richard Yantis, Roger Tremaine, Donald Williams 
Dawn Calder and Shari Cox hit the books and the 
soaps in their social room. 
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Ma:th/Comp. Sci. 
Dr. Roy Reeves chairs the department 
of math and computer science. Although 
math majors were not numerous, the newly 
designed computer science major continued 
to draw students by offering some new 
courses, including a computer graphics 
course and a computer language course. 
Reeves commented that the new com-
puter science major is working. out well for 
both students and professors; it's a learning 
experience for both parties. 
THE BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION/ 
:ONOMICS DEPARTMENT: Brian Jones, Dr. 
vid Jones, Terry Wallenbrock, Richard Heffelf-
,er, Rebecca Dixon, Dr. Patrick Lewis 
THE WOMEN'S PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
DEPARTMENT: Dr. JoAnn Tyler, Dr. Marilyn Day, 
Mindy Gossett-Andersen, Amy Backus, Terri Hazucha 
Computer Science major Bernie Anderson gets 
ready for finals in the library, 
Business Dept. 
The business/ economics department 
graduated 46 students this June. This 
department is continually growing. This year 
brought about a new major, business 
organization communication, which will 
begin in the fall of 1985. The new program 
is a joint venture of the business, English, 
and speech departments. 
Business has become one of the most 
popular majors at Otterbein. The job oppor-
tunities are unlimited, and with Otterbein's 
Co-op program, students have the chance to 
gain experience in all types of occupations. 
Physical Ed. 
The Physical Education Department is 
working to expand their programs in such 
areas as athletic training, sports medicine, 
and sports merchandising. Department 
chairpersons Dr. Marilyn Day (women) and 
Dr. Bud Yoest (men) are aware of their 
students' needs and of the employment op-
portunities available in health, physical 
education, and recreation. 
A new trend is apparent in that many of 
the athletes are not majoring in physical 
education, and many physical education ma-
jors don't participate in intercollegiate 
sports. This diversity allows new growth 
within the department. 
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Home Ec Dept. 
Home economics is not for the student 
who's going for the MRS degree. Many job 
opportunities have opened up for the stu-
dent with a degree in home-economics. 
The home ec major is designed with four 
major concentrations - business, jour-
nalism, public relations, and secondary 
education. Specialized concentrations in-
clude fashion merchandising and food ser-
vice management. Dr. Spero commented 
that the fashion merchandising major has 
become very popular and gives extensive 
job opportunities. 
Visual Arts 
The visual arts department was busy this 
year. It erected its first permanent outdoor 
sculpture (created by Vicky Hahn) in front 
of Battelle Fine Arts Center, had two winter 
shows, and finished the year with an annual 
alumni/student show. 
In the fall, there was a show of regional ar-
tists' works owned by Otterbein, along with 
art work done by the faculty. 
The student/alumni exhibition featured 
seniors Lisa Cunningham, Jan Carr, 
Hahn, Tamy Howdyshell, Greg Kuss, 
Jim LeMaster, Marie Monot, Jeff Mar-
tin, Suzanne Stock, and Barry 
Zimmerman. 
84 Academics 
Kathy Holder holes up in the library during finals 
week. THE VISUAL ARTS DEPARTMENT: AI 
Mrs. Eleanor Roman holds a lab in the Home Ec son, Earl Hassenpflug, Joanne Stichweh, 
Department. Stichweh 
Nursing Dept. 
The Grant-Otterbein nursing program 
provides two degrees - an Associate of 
Science in Nursing (ASN) and a Bachelor of 
Science in Nursing (BSN). The ASN is a 
two-year program which graduates students 
who then apply to take the state board ex-
aminations to become registered nurses. 
The BSN prepares students to become pro-
fessional practitioners of nursing and has 
developed into a four-year program. 
The nursing department graduated 37 
students with an associate degree and 20 
with a bachelor of science degree. 
THE NURSiNG DEPARTMENT: First Row: Marjorie 
Hoffman, Gail Odneal, Diane Jedlicka, Sandra Miller, 
Carol Engle, Sara Mercer-Sells. Second Row: Dr. Judy 
Strayer, Barbara Cornett, Mary Ann Burnam, Ann 
Cook, Sharon Carlson, Joan Hampton, Trudy Mason, 
Suzanne Stanek, Kathleen Cassandra, Alice Noll 
Steve Locker is out for a stroll with the new baby. 
Chairman of the Music Department Morton Achtor 
takes time in his day to watch the Opus rehearsal. 
Ed Chacey and Lori Woods work together the 
night before a big final. 
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THE BIOLOGY /LIFE SCIENCE DEPARTMENT: 
Dr. Arnold Leonard, Dr. Thomas T egenkamp, Dr. 
Michael Herschler, Dr. George Phinney 
Bio. /Life Science 
The biology /life science department has 
three main concentrations: pre-health pro-
fessional (premedical, preveterinarian, and 
predental), ecological, and education. Every 
course, no matter what the concentration, 
involves lab work which takes a lot of time. 
Two new members have been added to 
the life science faculty - Craig Thomp· 
son, who is a lab instructor in anatomy and 
physiology, and Maria Calderone, who will 
begin teaching biology classes next year. 
The department graduated 10 people 
who earned either a BA or BS in biology /life 
science. 
THE RELIGION/PHILOSOPHY DEPARTMENT: 
Dr. Mitchell Staude, Dr. James Recob, Dr. Paul Red· 
ditt, Dr. Paul Laughlin 
Jonathan Hudson finds a typewriter in Garst in 
order to finish his assignment. 
Speech classes are held in Ct?wan Hall. 
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Rei. /Philosophy 
According to Dr. Paul Redditt, the pro-
fessors of the Religion and Philosophy 
Department spent the year "in a continuous 
effort to make religion and philosophy as 
understandable and palatable to the 
average student as possible, a task which 
isn't always easy." 
Both Redditt and Dr. Paul Laughlin 
were on sabbatical this year. Redditt spent 
a term taking a linguistics class and writing 
three articles that will be published soon. 
Laughlin spent his time preparing for the 
upcoming I.S. Festival. Dr. Staude, in addi-
tion to teaching classes, wrote an essay that 
will be published in December. 
3elow - THE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT: Dr. 
]ith Ayers, Dr. Duff Helvoigt, Dr. Chester Ad-
gton, Dr. Mary Cay Wells, Dr. Roger Deibel, Carol 
ans, Dr. Mildred Stauffer 
THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT: Dr. Morton Achter, 
Dr. Lyle Barkhymer, David DeVenney, Craig Johnson, 
Dr. Kenneth Kleszynski, Gary Tirey 
John Ludlum creates his own sort of uniform for the 
faculty intramurals team. 
-I 
Music Dept. 
The music department was, as always, 
very busy this year. 
Twelve students graduated as music ma-
jors this year, which was an increase from 
the 1983-'84 academic year. 
Fall term, the 75th anniversary of the 
marching band was celebrated during 
Homecoming weekend. 
Winter term brought about the annual 
opera production, featuring excerpts from 
different operas instead of one full-length 
production. 
Spring term was the busiest of all with the 
many student recitals and the spring 
musical, "West Side Story." 
Education Dept. 
Otterbein's education department cer-
tifies both elementary and secondary 
teachers through many field experiences in 
different school systems. This year, three 
Otterbein students, Donna Eppley, Col· 
ette White, and Lisa Kalb, participated in 
the McCurdy program, spending fall term in 
New Mexico. 
Director Dr. Addington commented that 
educators are stressing the importance of 
computers in the school, and Otterbein is 
making sure that students are comfortable 
using a computer by giving them experience 
on the two owned by the department. 
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Dr. John Laubach of the History/Political Science 
Department. 
Polly James has a long night with the Comp. and 
Lit. books. 
TORCH AND KEY MEMBERS: First Row: 
Tammy Adams, Mary Cole, Heidi Matzke, 
Vicky Hahn, Tamy Howdyshell Second Row: 
John Becker, Dr. Jeanne Willis, Lisa Fickel, 
Brian Driver, Carol Huston, Sherri Orr, Melanie 
Murphy Third Row: Dean Donald Bulthaup, Dr. 
James Recob, Mindy Phinney, Dr. James Griss· 
inger, Jerry Thaman, Ty Huggins 
88 Academics 
Steve Wilson makes a presentation for his speech Teleiotes holds its Tapping ceremony at the May Day 
class. coronation. 
John Buckles and his class are intent on the speech 
being given. 
Maureen Connolly spends an evening of study in 
the library. 
Academics 89 
Rob Gagnon and Stacy Flynn hold an intellectual 
(?)conversation in the hallway of Towers. 
Mike Blankenship finds time in his busy schedule 
to do his kind of studying ... rehearsing. 
Pidget Hall and Anna Dallas work on bronzing 
their bods and sneaking in a bit of studying. 
90 Academics 
Towers Hall on a cold, wintery afternoon. 
Speech/communications major Brad Kern 
finds time to enjoy the great weather and catch 
up on his studies. 
Bob Hart spends an exciting afternoon in the com· 
puler lab. 
Even professors are eager to get into the sun and can 
sometimes be persuaded to teach class outside on nice 
days. 
Academics 91 
Scott Alpeter goes in for an impressive finish. 
92 Sports 
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Sports 93 
The Cardinal defense celebrates an interception. 
Loyal fans Amy Pangalangan, Jenny Ringo, 
Shonda Keckley, and Joe Barber bear the cold to 
support the team. 
94 Sports 
lhe Cardinal line charges the ball against 
tenberg. 
;t Row: Ron Baker, Russ McHenry, Jim LeMaster, 
Jin Baker, Jeff Clark, Bryan Valentine, Gary Ubry, 
:e Dietzel, Bill Gruber, Scott Hill, Chris Cebull, Mike 
lmes, Bill Sennett, Matt Clegg, Bill Wilson, Scott 
hi. Second Row: Dave Mainella, Mark Reynolds, 
n Chance, Brett Brown, Tim Harris, Scott Pryfogle, 
J Phillips, Kurt Denijs, Todd Weihl, Craig Bren· 
nan, David Skrobot, Randy Lepley, Mike Carter, 
'g Menssen, Tim Bates, Jim Moyer. Third Row: 
·is White, Bernie Anderson, Tim Dolder, Mark Sell, 
ry Goldslager, Mike Dunlevy, Ron Booth, Steve Me· 
Conaghy, John Kusan, Paul Collier, John Watts, Jeff 
Wiles, John Piper, Dave Chilcote, Carl Miller, Jack 
Fife, Pat McRoberts. Fourth Row: Joe Helmer, Rob 
Bowman, Dave Conrad, Rob Gatch, Drew Ward, Scott 
Barrett, Matt Wilkinson, Dave Daniel, 1..arry Sommers, 
Guy DeMars, Brad Alderman, Dave Russell, Jim Boltz, 
Victor Canini, Ed Chacey, Todd Griffith. Fifth Row: 
Lyle Sampson, Ed Conrad, Eric Springer, Jonathon 
Hudson, Mike Royer, Joe Arway, John Tiberi, Chuck 
Bull, Brian Ensminger, Keith Troup, Todd Korn, Dick 
Cards take 7th 
The football season ended with the Car-
dinals collecting a 3-7 record, putting them 
into a seventh-place finish in the Ohio 
Athletic Conference (OAC). 
The Cardinals were plagued by inconsis-
tent play, although the team wasn't shy of 
some very exciting moments on the field. 
Senior Jeff Clark led the rushing with a 4.5 
yards-per-play average. The quarterback 
position was a combined effort by Jeff 
Wiles and Chris White. Field goal kicker 
Dave Chilcote had a fine year, tying for 
leading scorer with 30 points. 
League honors were earned by co-
captains Gary Ubry and Matt Clegg. 
Ubry, a four-year starter, earned his second 
consecutive All-League Honors as defensive 
end. Ubry's teammates also named him the 
team's Most Valuable Player. Clegg was 
awarded first-team offensive guard. 
Second-team honors went out to Kurt 
Denijs at defensive tackle; offensively, 
Scott Pryfogle received tackle position 
honors. 
by Kevin McKay 
Moore, Danny Harris, Jim Johnson, George Hum· 
phreys, J. D. Mcintosh. Sixth Row: Rich Patterson, 
Jamie Kaltenbach, Tom Fogle, Dave Kiger, Barry 
Sutherland, Doug Zang, Rob Miller, Doug Barr, Troy 
Watson, Greg Cox, Bill Crum, Dave Bricker, Mark Col· 
lier, Charlie Cline, Mike Davies, Rick Scranton. Seventh 
Row: Coaches Rich Seils, Bob Shaw, Darren Bell, Dan 
Thompson, Dave Hahn, Mike Havens, Roger Welsh, 
Les Flynn; trainers Mike Torok, Chris Atkinson, Kandi 
Kennedy, Paul Keefer, Paul Miller. 
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Captains take league honors 
Barry Goldslager blocks a field goal attempt for 
the Cardinal defense. 
96 Sports 
A patriotic Cardinal stands at attention for the na-
tional anthem. 
Coach Richard Seils confers with offensive linemen Scott Kiehl and Mike Dietzel get ready 
Matt Clegg and John Piper. game. 
Seniors Devonie Verne and Kelly Webster show 
their enthusiasm for football. 
Victor Canini and Tom Chance head for the 
locker room after a tough game against Capital. 
Quarterback Jeff Wiles is back for the pass against 
B-W. 
Sports 97 
MVP Kevin Dougherty moves the ball upfield 
against a defensive B-W team. 
Letterman Robert Hart uses fancy footwork in the 
Baldwin-Wallace game. 
98 Sports 
first Row: Lorenzo Quiroga, Roberto Quiroga, 
n Ebright, Tyler Rieser, Kevin Dougherty, Kip 
orris, Gianni VenTresca, Robert Hart, Robert 
Jugherty. Second Row: trainer Lori Woods, 
chard Hart, Dan Morris, Mike Blankenship, Jean 
Robert England shrugs off the thought of his Team captain Dan Morris strips the ball from a 
opponents. speedy opponent! 
Marc Cowles, Ty McCoy, Dave Wallenfelsz, Tim 
Barber, Mark Milowsky, Chris Gross, Coach Steve 
Locker. Third Row: Sam Woody, Jason Emery, 
Robert England, Kevin Sund, Mike Carroll, Pete 
Tsolometes, Andy Cole. 
Coach seeks 
• • 
competition 
The men's soccer team, the second 
one at Otterbein, closed out the 
season finishing 8-8-2 overall and 4-4 
in the Ohio Athletic Conference 
(OAC). Last year, the team finished 
3-9. 
Coach Steve Locker commented, 
"I felt it was a pretty successful year 
for us, although at times we were a bit 
dejected since six of our eight losses 
were by one goal and three of those 
were in overtime. One more additional 
year of recruiting and we'll win most 
of those close games." 
The five leading scorers for Otter-
bein were freshmen Michael Carroll, 
Kip Morris, Robert Dougherty, 
Mark Milowsky, and Kevin 
Dougherty (chosen as the team's 
Most Valuable Player). 
As the quality of team play im-
proves, Locker plans to add more 
Division I competition to the schedule. 
"We want to travel a bit more and 
play stiffer competition in order to 
gain some national exposure," 
Locker said. 
by Martha McKell 
Sports 99 
Team earns 
NCAA hid 
After finishing their dual meet schedule 
with a flawless 11-0 record, the cross coun-
try team moved to take first place in the 
Tri-state Invitational. The harriers squad 
ended up second in the Ohio Athletic Con-
ference (OAC), which is the best ever by an 
Otterbein squad. The team's second-place 
finish came behind a tough Mount Union 
team. 
The team's hard work paid off as the har-
riers earned themselves a bid in the National 
Division III finals in Delaware, Ohio. 
The team was led all year by junior Scott 
Alpeter. Alpeter finished second out of 105 
athletes in the Great Lakes Regionals to an-
chor the team's national bid. 
Other team members who earned their 
right to compete in the NCAA championship 
were freshmen Tom Schnurr and Adam 
Steece. Seniors Todd Corwin and Mike 
Ginn, freshman Ben White and 
sophomore Alan Campbell rounded out 
the squad. 
by Kevin McKay 
First Row: Donna Peters, Barb Glover, Polly Huston, 
Mary Bravard, Gretchen Shaffer, Nita Huggins. Second 
Row: Mike Lopez, Scott Alpeter, Alan Campbell, Todd 
Corwin, John Pence, Kevin Chambers, Chuck Van-
Sickle, Coach Craig Merz. Third Row: Derrick Dorsey, 
100 Sports 
Todd Corwin finishes fast for the Otters in an OAC 
meet against Marietta, Wooster, Wittenberg, and 
Heidelberg. 
Mike Ginn, Adam Steece, Ben White, Ron Butterbaugh, 
Tom Schnurr, Dave Bauman, and Coach Dave 
Lehman. 
Alan Campbell, with half a mile to go, secures the 
win for the harriers. 
Freshman Donna Peters strides to the finish linJ 
the first recognized meet for the Lady Otters. 
Hard work and practice pay off for the Lady Car· 
dinals as the women are recognized as a team late in 
the season. 
Senior Mike Ginn reflects on his race. 
Sports 101 
Shari Cox takes a break from tournaments and 
visits with pals Ronda Gearhart and Shonda 
Keckley. 
Coach Teri Hazucha encourages the Lady Otters to 
keep a positive attitude. 
102 Sports 
Co-captain Diane Long substitutes for a tired 
andee Morris. 
Below - Sophomore Teri Williamson prepares to 
~turn the serve. 
Co-captain Sherri Shoemaker shows great intensi-
ty at the net. 
First Row: Meredith Coombs, Kim Tupps, Candee 
Morris, Hhonda LeRoy, Teri Williamson, Sherri 
Shoemaker, Krista Lawson. Second Row: Coach Teri 
Lady Cards 
finish 7th in OAC 
The women's volleyball team finished its 
season with a 2-7 conference record and a 
8-23 record overall, earning them seventh 
place in the Ohio Athletic Conference 
(OAC). 
The Cardinals played three conference 
opponents in the first week of the season. 
"We lost all three, which put us in a hole 
early," said Coach Teri Hazucha, who also 
serves as Women's Athletic Director at 
Otterbein. 
"We didn't play near our potential all 
season long," she commented. 
Hazucha thought the 1984 squad did 
fairly well, despite the graduation of three 
key seniors from last year. The team is los-
ing senior Diane Lpng, and six juniors will 
be leading the team next season. 
"We have plenty of depth and experience 
coming up through the ranks," said 
Hazucha optimistically. 
by Martha McKell 
Hazucha, Natalie Lueders, Marion Couden, Denise 
Fitzgerald, Lori Povisil, Richelle Ekin, Shari Cox, Diane 
Long, Dawn Calder, Kandi Kennedy. 
Sports 103 
Frank Gioffre heads around a Capital opponent in 
the annual rivalry game at home. 
#1 rank 
The men's basketball season was action-
filled and exciting, ending with a 23-4 
record, and a 14-4 mark in the Ohio Athletic 
Conference. 
Finishing the OAC season sharing the title 
with Wittenberg, Otterbein received their 
bid to the NCAA Great Lakes Regionals 
held in Springfield, Ohio. 
Otterbein lost the first game by seven 
points to Hope College of Michigan, but 
defeated DePauw of Indiana 79-78 in the 
consolation game. 
Otterbein was acknowledged in players' 
awards and the OAC Coach-of-the-Year 
Award, Coach Dick Reynolds's fourth. 
Players' honors included All-American to 
sophomore Dick Hempy, and Honorable 
Mentions to senior guard Ray Zawadski 
and junior forward Dave Langdon. 
Next year's season should be just as ex-
citing - Coach Reynolds returns four of five 
starters and deep bench strength to confront 
the season. 
by Kevin McKay 
104 Sports 
Michael McKinney leaps above the crowd to score 
two more points for the Cards. 
First Row: Tim Dierks, Frank Gioffre, Dee Minton, 
Steve Brown, Ray Zawadski, Mike Snyder, Dean Kin-
caid, Paul Bowman, manager Michelle Plummer. Sec-
ond Row: Assistant Coach Chris Carlisle, manager Bill 
Pollock, Mark Zawadski, Kit Rowe, Dick Hempy, 
Mnich, Sean McConnell, Michael McKinney, 
Langdon, Todd McDonald, Brad Rinehart, 
Coach Darrel Miller, Head Coach Dick Reynolds. 
Basketball fever strikes Otterbein students as the '85 
squad goes undefeated for 16 games. 
Dave Langdon has a clear path to the hoop and a 
victory for OC. 
Sports 105 
Cards undefeated 
for 16 games 
Sophomore Dick Hempy, selected first-team All-
American, goes up for the slam dunk! 
Below - Sixth man Steve Brown adds spark to the 
Cardinal offense. 
The crowd pulls their favorite stunt - pass the fan 
- on Russ McHenry. 
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Michael McKinney makes it look so easy! 
Coach Dick Reynolds demands the attention of his T earn captain Ray Zawadski goes up for two more 
ayers. points. 
Cheerleaders Robert England, Devonie Verne, 
Troy Farnlacher, Paula Mathieu, Greg Menssen, 
Rob Gatch, Martha McKell, Mike Maxwell, Kelly 
Webster, and Rich Hart take a stand for victory. 
107 
Injuries plague 
Lady Cardinals 
The women's basketball team, under 
Head Coach Amy Backus, began the 
season campaign as though they would be 
serious contenders in the Ohio Athletic 
Conference. 
Although the Lady Cardinals lost senior 
Kathy Cole, the school's all-time leading 
scorer, three starters returned from last 
year's 15-8 team - senior Susan Ogier, 
sophomore Lori Povisil, and junior Lisa 
Shaver. 
Bad luck set in with the fourth game when 
Povisil broke her hand and missed three 
games. Later in the season, leading scorer 
Ogier was also injured, breaking her foot 
during a game. 
The team did their best to play a strong 
offensive game, but missed Povisil and 
Ogier. The Cards finished the regular 
season in eighth place in the OAC with a 4-
12 conference record, and a 10-14 overall 
record. 
by Martha McKell 
Donna Peters shoots for two more from the foul 
line. 
108 Sports 
First Row: Mindy DeMaagd, Juli Morrison, Tamme 
Rawn, Lisa Shaver, Beth Neace, Teri Shaver, Donna 
Peters. 
Tamme Rawn goes up for the lay·up. 
Second Row: Angie Heintz, Marion Couden, 
Selby, Barb Glover, Lori Povisil, Kelly Hays, 
Ogier, Jeanne Ruh, Coach Amy Backus. 
Coach Amy Backus captures the attention of her 
players. 
Lori Povisil goes up against Capital despite her 
broken hand. 
Sports 109 
Dave Montgomery leans in for the win. 
Larry Sommers takes off after the pass. 
Greg Myers concentrates on his start as Pat Ben· 
nett holds the block. 
110 Sports 
'orter Miller leads the team prayer before the 
't with Mount Union. 
Pat Bennett stretches out for his race while Mike 
Poland relaxes. 
Indoor season 
prepares team 
The indoor track season came to an end 
in Alliance, Ohio, with the hosting Purple 
Raiders of Mount Union retaining their first-
place indoor title. 
Mount Union, last year's indoor and out-
door champions in the Ohio Athletic Con-
ference, placed first, with Baldwin-Wallace 
finishing second, and the Otterbein Car· 
dinals third. 
The Cardinals' next season was outdoor 
track in the spring. Their main objective 
probably was to chase down Mount Union! 
Head Coach Porter Miller, with the 
coaching assistance of track coach Dave 
Lehman and field coach Guido Ricevoto, 
returned over 15 lettermen to Otterbein's 
outdoor track squad. 
The Cardinals prepared themselves for 
the spring season at Emory University in 
Georgia, where they participated in a four-
day meet hosted by Emory. 
by Kevin McKay 
Mike Ginn starts Otterbein off in the relay. 
Sports 111 
Mark Robinson clears the bar to add points to the 
Cardinal's score. 
Men<> s Track ranks 
highest in history 
The 1985 edition of the men's track team 
won 24 of its 27 meets, finishing second in 
the OAC. It was the highest ranking of any 
Otterbein track team in history. 
Porter Miller's "thin-clads," captained 
by Scott Hill, placed seven members on 
the all-conference team, and qualified three 
distance runners to the NCAA 
championships. 
Coach Miller says he is really excited 
about Otterbein's chances for next year. 
Part of the excitement is because the Car-
dinals lost only three members to gradua-
tion. He commented that if everyone re-
turned and remained eligible, the team 
should be in really good shape. 
Pat Bennett was named Most Valuable 
Performer for the season, while Tom 
Schnurr gained Most Valuable Freshman 
honors. There were 44 participants on the 
squad. 
by Jean Marc Cowles 
112 j Sports 
Shot putter Steve Burkhart gives his all for .. OC. 
THE 1985 MEN'S TRACK TEAM: First Row: Scott 
Alpeter, Todd Corwin, Mike Ginn, Mark Puskarich, 
Steve McConaghy, Pat Bennett, Mike Snyder, Todd 
Johnson, Coach Guido Second Row: Kevin Chambers, 
Richard Hart, Jim Ebright, Robert Hart, Dave Mont-
gomery, Mike Poland, Paul Collier, Scott Pryfogle, 
Coach Dave Lehman Third Row: Jamie Kaltenbach, 
Tom Fogle, Greg Meyers, Larry Sommers, John 
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Gruver, Troy Watson, Jon Pence, Coach Porter 
Fourth Row: Adam Steece, Mark Robinson, 
Ward, Dick Moore, Steve Burkhart, Kyle King, 
Spivey, Ron Butterbaugh Fifth Row: Mike Lopez, 
Schnurr, Scott Rush, Derrick Dorsey, Ben White, 
Bauman, Rod Thome, Chuck VanSickle, 
Demerrick. 
Pole vaulter Bob Hart clears the bar at 13' to win 
the meet against Capital. 
Mike Ginn makes a successful pass to Scott 
Alpeter in the relay. 
Sports 113 
Kandi Kennedy rounds third and heads for home 
for the score. 
Teri Shaver winds up for the pitch. 
114 Sports 
THE 1985 SOFTBALL TEAM: First Row: Lisa 
Ieith, Teri Shaver, Beth Neace, Kris Gustafson, Krista 
awson, Lisa Shaver Second Row: Kelly Hays, Diana 
Beth Neace heads for first on a single. 
Bess, Carol Svenson, Lori Woods, Kandi Kennedy 
Third Row: Teri Laux, Cindy Patterson, Jeannine Ruh, 
Tracey Tier, Coach Amy Backus 
The team smiles as they come victoriously from the 
diamond. 
Slow- to fast- pitch 
tough change 
The transition from slow-pitch to fast-
pitch softball for the Lady Cardinals was not 
an easy one. Veteran slow-pitch hurler Lisa 
Sleith made a valiant effort to master the 
quicker pace, and got plenty of support 
from fellow pitchers Cindy Patterson and 
Teri Shaver. 
In OAC play this year, double-headers 
were the order of the day, although only the 
first game of each counted as a conference 
game. While the team ended at 11-14, most 
of its wins came in the latter games. The 
OAC has since decided to reverse this 
policy. 
Bright spots in the season included third-
year player Kris Gustafson, who led the 
team in hitting, and Shaver, who helped an-
chor the defense along with freshman first 
baseman Tracey Tier. 
The team anticipates a more successful 
season next year with more experience at 
the fast-pitch game and help from Dan 
Pohl, Otterbein's assistant director of ad-
missions, who will coach the pitchers. 
by Jean Marc Cowles 
Sports 115 
Tennis team 
finishes third 
The men's tennis team struggled against a 
lack of self-confidence in the early part of 
the season, but progressed successfully to an 
8-5 record and a strong showing in the OAC 
championships. The team as a whole fin-
ished third in the conference behind cham-
pions Wittenberg and runner-up Ohio 
Northern. 
According to Coach Tom Nelson, the 
single highest point of the season was John 
Tetzloff's journey to the OAC finals. 
Tetzloff finished in second place. 
Nelson is concerned about the future of 
the men's squad three starters out of six 
were lost to graduation, and the 
replacements are young and inexperienced. 
"Next year we will be rebuilding," he 
said. "We lost our number two, number 
three, and number five starters, and they 
will be tough to replace." 
by Jean Marc Cowles 
THE 1985 MEN'S TENNIS TEAM: First Row: 
John Tetzloff, Dan Morris, Scott Hubbard, Rob 
116 Sports 
Scott Cavanagh starts tennis season during winter 
term by hitting inside the Rike. 
Gagnon Second Row: Coach Tom Nelson, Andy 
Sinclair, Scott Cavanagh, Jerry Marks, Brian Cline 
Many hours of practice go into being on the 
team. Danny Morris warms up for a match. 
The team converges after a tough match. 
John Tetzloff sees regional tennis action. 
Sports 117 
Bill Moler takes honors as having the most 
homeruns in the OAC this season. 
Senior Keith Evans is up to bat for the Cards. 
118 Sports 
Catcher Mike Goodwin relaxes in the dugout. Mark Sell grimaces as he is called out at first base. 
THE 1985 BASEBALL TEAM: First Row: Dale Ed-
wards, Keith Evans, Eric Springer Second Row: Dave 
Eckleberry, Bruce Gifford, Tim Bates, Mike Goodwin, 
Ob Hartman, Jerame Davies Third Row: Mark Sell, 
Players work 
to better record 
Spring term on a sunny afternoon often 
found baseball fans behind Garst Hall cheer-
ing the Cards on. Those afternoons were 
never dull be it a homerun by Bill Moler or 
the antics of Ob Hartman and Kirk 
McDonald. 
The Cards saw strong play this season 
from MVP Moler, who had the most 
homeruns in the OAC. Moler has been 
named the 1986 team captain as well. Dale 
Edwards, voted Most Valuable Freshman, 
will add to next year's potential, as will 
Mark Sell, who had the highest batting 
average, and Tim Bates, voted Most Im-
proved Player. 
Captains Mike Goodwin and 
McDonald both took honors of their own, 
Goodwin being named a member of the 
All-League Honors team, and McDonald 
signing a contract with the Oakland A's. Ob 
Hartman will also play professionally, for 
the Houston Astros. 
Moler commented, "I believe with hard 
work we have the talent to improve our 
record and get back into Regionals." 
by Vicki Mabry 
Keith Troup, Tyler Rieser, Ed Conard, Danny Harris, 
Tim Koethke Fourth Row: Bill Pearce, Craig Stone, 
Chad Vollmar, Greg Masters, Ron Plunkett, Doug 
Weiler, Coach Dick Fishbaugh 
Sports 119 
Seniors sign with the Majors 
Tim Bates is a little confused when Bruce Gifford Ob Hartman lends the team a little extra support 
transforms into his other personality Mike Mike. by coaching first base. 
120 Sports 
And the play is at home, as Mike Goodwin forces the 
runner out. 
The team celebrates another victory! 
The team congratulates Most Valuable Freshman 
Dale (Spud) Edwards on a homerun. 
Keith Evans and Tim Bates stretch out before a 
game?? 
Senior pitcher Kirk McDonald signs with the 
Oakland A's. 
Sports 121 
Tami Griffin is in the lead, running all by herself in 
the hurdles. 
Coach Craig Merz relaxes after a meet. 
122 Sports 
\HE 1985 WOMEN'S TRACK TEAM: Polly Huston, 
'ch Craig Merz, Mary Bravard, Tami Griffin, 
rinila Jhminway, Candee Morris, Cindy Olson, 
Freshman Polly Huston catches her breath after a 
tough race. 
Cheryl Calentine, Gretchen Shaffer, Donna Peters, 
Natalie Lueders, Teri Williamson 
Mary Bravard, who runs both cross country and 
track, collapses after a race. 
Relay team sets 
inspiring record 
It was just one race in one meet, but it 
changed the perspective of the team. 
A victory by the previously no-win 400-
meter relay team at the Ohio Northern In-
vitational inspired the rest of the team to 
compete to a third-place finish. 
Two weeks later at the conference meet, 
a skeletal crew of 12 members took the Ot-
ters within four points of sixth place and 21 
of fifth, as the squad finished seventh out of 
eight. 
Freshmen Tami Griffin, Polly Huston, 
and Donna Peters, all setting school 
records, led Otterbein's dash to the cham-
pionships. Griffin and Candee Morris 
were all-OAC. 
First-year coach Craig Merz hopes to 
have 20 members on the team next year, in-
cluding 6 to 10 distance runners who will get 
plenty of practice in Otterbein's women's 
cross country team. Merz anticipates a top 
fourth finish next year, and is counting on 
others to follow Morris' MVP example. 
by Jean Marc Cowles 
Sports 123 
Golf finishes 3rd 
in OAC finals 
The Otterbein golf team finished their 
season this spring with a third-place finish in 
the Ohio Athletic Conference. 
According to senior Frank Irion, this 
year's team had a lot of ups and downs. 
Charlie Cline, a freshman transfer stu-
dent, finished first all-around in the 
Denison/Kenyon tournament. In addition, 
Cline finished third in the OAC tournament 
while Irion placed fifth. Both players were 
named All-Conference players. 
Senior Greg Hippler placed fifth in the 
Marietta Collegiate Invitational and the 
Wooster Collegiate Invitational. With a score 
of 71 at the Wittenberg tournament, Hip-
pler set a school record. 
by Martha Dunphy 
124 Sports 
Senior Greg Hippler warms up for a tournament. 
THE 1985 GOLF TEAM: Charlie Cline, Greg Hip-
pler, Jerry Fairchild, Scott Snyder, Frank Irion 
Frank Irion concentrates on his drive. 
Jerry Fairchild practices his putt. 
Charlie CUne tees off on hole one. 
Sports 125 
Sophomore Erin Tschanen, who placed 2nd in the 
conference, returns the serve with her strong backhand. 
Tennis takes its toll on Lynn!! 
126 Sports 
Below - Senior Wendy Miller concentrates on 
the return. 
Nita Huggins crosses court after acing her oppo-
nent in conference· competition. 
Women's tennis 
aces to the top 
The women's tennis team aced its way to 
the top of the OAC this year, finishing sec-
ond place overall, and crowning freshman 
champion Chi Martelino. 
The team closed out its five-week season 
at 8-3, and might have done better if not for 
a key injury to fourth-year player Wendy 
Miller. 
Coach Tyler's early season prediction 
that "we'll be tops in the conference if we 
can get by Wittenberg" turned out to be pro-
phetic as the Otters slipped into second 
behind the Tigers. 
Dr. Tyler is looking ahead to a season at 
least as good as this year's. She expects 
more strong play by Most Improved Player 
Martelino and Most Valuable Player Erin 
Tschanen. Coach Tyler is also optimistic 
about the incoming freshmen: "We have 
recruited some really talented people," she 
said. 
The Cardinals will lose only one senior, 
Miller, who teamed with Tschanen as 
runners-up in OAC doubles. 
by Jean Marc Cowles 
THE 1985 WOMEN'S TENNIS TEAM: First row: Higgins Second row: Charlene Evans, Dr. JoAnn Tyler, 
Chi Martelino, Amy Weiskircher, Erin Tschanen, Nita Wendy Miller, Lynn Peterson, Amy Pangalangan 
Sports 127 
The 1985 Winter Cheerleading Squad: Robert 
England, Devonie Verne, Mike Maxwell, Troy 
Farnlacher, Paula Mathieu, Kelly Webster, Greg 
Menssen, Rich Hart, Martha McKell, and Rob 
Gatch. 
Men cheer at OC 
Let's hear it for the girls and boys! For the 
first time at Otterbein College, female and 
male cheerleaders combined as one squad. 
According to captain Kelly Webster, "It 
was a real breakthrough. We have been talk· 
ing about male cheerleaders since my 
freshman year. I'm glad that we helped the 
idea get off the ground." 
This was a year of many highlights for the 
Otterbein varsity cheerleaders. The squad 
was invited to perform with the Cardinal 
Marching Band at the Cincinnati 
Bengals/Pittsburgh Steelers game, and they 
traveled south with the men's basketball 
team. 
The cheerleaders raised money to buy 
raingear for the football season and new 
uniforms for the basketball season by 
holding cheerleading clinics for youngsters. 
This money also went toward sending the 
girls south for the winter break basketball 
games. 
by Devonie Verne 
128 Sports 
Captain Kelly Webster is always ready for a little 
horseplay with the fans. 
The cheerleaders await the beginning punt. 
Varsity cheerleaders Martha McKell and Susie 
Johnston get some autographs from several of the 
Cincinnati Bengals. 
Our Cardinal mascot gives his personal opinion of 
arch rival Capital. 
Cheering team Rich and Julie work well together. 
Sports 129 
130 Organizations 
Students feast on the back-to-school picnic sn,ms•ord 
byCPB. 
., - lzatlons 131 Organ 
I 
I 
WOBN DJ Dan Carpenter mans the station. 
Julie Lynch takes her turn at filming the Homecoming parade for WOCC-TV. 
132 Organizations 
WOCC·TV: First Row: Jenny Slager, Julie Lynch, 
Sharon Truex, Tom Coulthurst Second Row: Dave 
Tanner, Brian Cochran, Garth Walker, Chris 
David Donney 
)Js Toby Wagner and Fred Shaffer work the 
~-Otter marathon. 
·a • 
NOBN: First Row: Joel Riley, Missy. Marsh, 
uon Truex, Brad Kern, Anna Dallas, Shirley Rut-
' John Ellis, Greg Grant Second Row: Bob Ken· 
iy, John Buckles, Dennis Brothers, Steve Wilson, 
WOBN undergoes changes 
and adds programming 
This year was one of changes at the campus radio station. 
With the assistance of the Clements Foundation, WOBN under-
went a remodeling of the production studio and on-air studio. 
They also received some new equipment that helped WOBN 
become bigger and better than ever. 
The station aired 119 hours a week this year, which is the 
longest ever. Student DJs are on the air from 7 a.m. to midnight 
every day. 
Additions included· a new request line, an Associated Press 
satellite service, and the WOBN Music Master. The Music 
Master, run by Joel Riley and Steve Wilson, is an outside ser-
vice providing DJs for parties, dances, etc. 
This year included the addition of a voice tape competition, 
which was judged by professional DJs. The winner was Robert 
Wagner. 
Chuck Altizer, Bill Harnsberger, Steve Burkhart, 
Selena Swisher, Debbie Ketner Third Row: Fred 
Shaffer, Dan Carpenter, Rich Klempay, Ron Smith 
by Martha Dunphy 
Organizations 133 
T&C staff work hard and 
have fun doing it! 
The T&C staff is one of the most cohesive groups on campus. 
They not only work hard to produce a weekly paper, they have fun 
doing it. Managing editor Tami Lange commented that they work-
ed on the paper as late as 2 a.m. Wednesday mornings to meet 
deadlines, but "we could have been done by 9 p.m. if we didn't have 
so much fun doing it." 
Part of their ability came from holding together not only as a staff 
but as friends. Lange claims that the staff as a whole learned more 
about how to deal tactfully with people than anything else. 
The 1984-'85 staff was made up of nine editorial board members 
and 11 staff writers. Editor Scott Cavanagh and advisor Jim Gor· 
man worked together to keep things running. 
Tracking stories, meeting deadlines, and dealing with less-than-
compliant interviewees is difficult, but it added to the staff's strength 
and ability to share their frustrations and victories. 
by Kim Whitmore 
SIBYL STAFF: Vicki Mabry, Diane Idapence, Nancy Ray, Tim Hoeffel, Jenny 
Slager, Carol Huston, Melanie Murphy, Martha Dunphy 
t134 Organizations 
T&C editor Scott Cavanagh keeps track of all the money he's earned 
for the paper. 
QUIZ AND QUILL STAFF: First Row: Greg Grant, John Tetzloff, Karen 
Second Row: Dr. Marilyn Saveson, Julie Lynch, Cathy Griffis, Heide Brum 
THE T&C STAFF: Dr. James Bailey, Ron Smith, Tami Lange, Scott Cavanagh, 
erry Marks, Greg Grant, Jeannine Seitz, Melissa Haynes, Tammy Roberts, Molly 
lreily, Marilyn Brown 
Reporter Mary'Bravard cheers the T&C basketball team on to victory! 
T&C photographer Meg Scott and Layout Editor Jerry Marks spend an after· 
noon in the office. 
Organizations 135 
EKT pledges perform for skit night. 
ORDER OF OMEGA: First Row: Tammy Goldsberry, Sherry James, Heide Matzke 
Second Row: Karen Slade, Lisa Fickel, Sherri Orr, Kathy Holder Third Row: Mark 
Puskarich, Billie Yoeder, Kim Whitmore 
WICI: Kim Whitmore, Nancy Ray, Carol Huston, Missy Marsh 
1136 Organizations 
Pan-He! coordinates pledging activities and strives for Greek unity by 
pledge volleyball teams. 
Pan-Hel tutors adults 
in service project 
:Pan-Hellenic Council is the Greek governing body for all sororities 
campus. Its membership. is made up of two representatives 
~cted from each sorority and the two top officers of each sorority. 
ie group is advised by Dean of Student Development Robert 
atti. 
Pan-He! officers for the '84-'85 school year were President 
athy Ruehle, Vice-President/Treasurer Shonda Keckley, 
;cretary Cathy Heckmann, and Rush Chairman Jill Sommer. 
Among Pan-Hel' s many duties this year was a service project that 
:lped many people. With the help of the sororities, Pan-He! 
ganized tutoring sessions for illiterate adults. The program was 
ry well-received and Pan-He! should be congratulated on a 
brthwhile project. 
PAN-HELLENIC COUNCIL: First Row: Michelle McClure, Debbie Morris, Ellen 
•eney, Beth Shinko, Pam Carter Second Row: Judy Janusz. Danielle Brumfield, 
mreen Connolly, Laura Lei Schluter 
Theta Nu pledge Robyn Powell goes all out at Pledge Olympics! 
Organizations 137 
CPB coordinates the events of May Day. 
THE CAMPUS PROGRAMMING BOARD: Jennifer Merkle, Becky Smith, Bob 
Bock, Patti Fott, Lisa Fickel, Scott Rush, Susan Wiley, Lori Ashcraft 
138 Organizations 
CPB works together in 
a successful team effort 
A team effort would probably best describe the Campus ...,,.,_,..,,.,,.m~ 
ming Board (CPB), according to president Jill Sommer. Most of 
responsibility was put on five chairpersons, allowing them to 
their skills and learn from their victories and defeats. 
Sommer said, "We used to get upset when we planned a .-."'""'"rill 
and no one showed up; we thought we did something wrong. 
we decided to just zero in on our successes and therefore rloto.-rni'n~ 
what it is the students really want. By giving them what they want 
opposed to what we think they want, our programs became 
more succesful." 
A new approach for next year w111 be recruiting members who 
not involved in many activities on campus. In the 
members have always been overinvolved, limiting their 
inCPB. 
by Kim Wh1ituaolj 
One of CPB's first programs this year was a picnic with a live band and 
dancing for the incoming freshmen. 
The CPB Trivial Pursuit tournament brings hours of fun. 
CPB coordinates the Homecoming festivities and such a feat earns them the honor 
of leading the parade. 
WOMEN'S CHAMBER SINGERS: First Row: Michele Davis, Lavonne Murph, Lisa 
Collins, Melanie Scott, Claire Sie, Carolyn Yeung, Beth Snapp, Lynn Rigg Second 
Row: Mary Harrison, Lisa Kalb, Bethany Bangeman, Bridget Killen, Beth Deiley, 
Angela Doerres, Lisa Rindfuss, Lori Klasny Third Row: Susan Wright, Laurie Lee 
Brown, Lori Warren, Jean Ann Graham, Linda Price, Jessica Jennings, Deborah 
Haet!ich, Jenny Dearth, Anita Allen 
MEN'S GLEE CLUB: First Row: Dennis Moore, Jeff Offenberger, Obie Roush, Jeff 
Bradway, Marc Foster, Director Craig Johnson Second Row: Jerry Comer, Pat 
McRoberts, Greg Grant, Jim Fischer, Keith Smeltzer, Mark Frazier, Steve Fricke, 
Michael Wonder, Rick Wells, Stan Hornyak 
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THE EQUINE SCIENCE CLUB: First Row: Nancy Dreisbach, Karyn Bitzer, Chris 
Bennett Second Row: Lori Klasny, Noreen Neary, Diane McElhaney Third Row: 
Angela Doerres, Barb Mallinak, Karen Olson Fourth Row: Susan Howell, Liz Hart, 
Heather Nyland, Donna Frobhle, Mary Richards, Debbie Bowman, Donna Estey, 
Melissa Bondurant, Coach Joanne Coyle, Clair Rawlings, Molly Trittipo, Beth 
Hamilton, Allison Ulery 
PRSSA: First Row: Diana Griffith, Tammy Roberts, Patti Fott Second Row: Brad 
Kern, Jeff Gale, Dave Williams, John Ludlum 
140 Organizations 
THE HOME EC CLUB: Lori Kuhn, Linda Price, Marla Baker 
Equine member Donna Estey in competition. 
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION: Ray Bowman, Cathy Hughes, Kristi Deardurff, 
hrls Erickson, Ben White, Dusty Hines, Stephanie Haney, T. J. Gerckens, Angela 
:anFossen, Kerri Moninger, Hope Ejindu 
Equine Club unites many 
majors in competition 
The equine club is made up of about 25 to 30 people who have a 
common interest - horses. The club is not limited to equine science 
majors. In fact, although most of its members are involved in equine 
science, many other majors are represented such as nursing, 
business, PR and communications, chemistry, fashion merchandis-
ing, and music. 
Within the club itself is the equine team whose 20 members ride 
competitively in intercollegiate meets. Coach A. Joanne Coyle 
prepares the team for the tough competition against not only schools 
comparable in size to Otterbein, but also with larger schools like Pur-
due, Ball State, West Virginia State, and Indiana State. 
The team does a fair amount of traveling - they participate in 
about five meets a year, which can be expensive in terms of travel-
ing expenses that each member must absorb. They don't seem to 
mind, however. Said team member Chris Bennett, "For a lot of 
members, it's a first love." 
by Carol Huston 
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142 Greek~ 
Eta Phi Mu brothers Neal OBrien, Doug 
Danny Morris, and Tom Huffman 
Greeks at Harmony Night with their rendition of 
of EarL" 
Greeks 143 
Rush counselors Kim Cole and Nancy Ray perform 
in "Pan-He! Presents." 
Mark Sell talks with rushee Ron Plunkett about 
the newly reactivated Kings fraternity. 
Rushing is over and preference signing brings a 
welcome relief. 
144 Greeks 
Tom Baker, a Jondaman, has a friendly beer with 
rushee Kurt Schmidt. 
Gretchen Gegel, Polly Huston, and Anna 
[)alias sign their sorority preference. 
Rushee Ranee Vincent makes the final decision. 
The skit during "Pan.Hel Presents" gets a laugh 
from prospective rushees. 
Rush a success 
Each year clubs and organizations search 
for new members. Sororities and fraternities 
are no exception. Rush is a special time that 
will hold many memories for all those in-
volved. It is a time that enables individuals to 
meet others and to decide which Greek 
organization, if any, they are most interested 
in pledging. 
Sorority rush involves informal open 
houses in the fall, and formal open houses, 
novelty parties, final parties, and preference 
signing in the winter. 
After preference signing, new pledges 
meet at their new sorority house to be 
welcomed by their sisters. 
Fraternity rush is not quite as involved -
the men have parties in the fall (although 
they are not really termed "rush parties"), 
and final dinners in the winter. Then, as for 
the women, there is preference signing. 
Thus, the long and grueling weeks of 
pledging begin! 
by Nancy Ray 
Greeks 145 
Sigma Delta 
Phi Fraternity 
*Sphinx* 
Motto: Truth to us above all 
Flower: Evergreen tree 
Colors: Green and White 
Mascot: Sphinx 
***** 
'84-'85 Officers 
Pres.: Jerry Thaman 
V. Pres.: Allen Schweizer 
Treas.: Jeff Stewart 
Sec.: Brian Driver 
Faculty member Dr. Jim Gorman runs in the Sphinxman Jerry Marks paints himself up for the 
Sphinx Run for Life which benefits the Cancer Society. annual T&C vs. WOBN basketball game. 
146 Greeks 
Sphinxman Michael Hitt is found studying at 
library ... maintaining his 4.0 average. 
Sphinx band member Doug Martin gets ready for 
the halftime performance. 
The 1985-'86 President of Sigma Delta Phi fraternity 
Eric Bright chats with J. R. Titko at the Agora. 
The infamous Sphinx house! 
Sphinxman Chris Erickson stops to chat with EKT 
pledges Carol Svensson and Jan Erickson. 
Greeks 147 
Hooters ham it up at Greek Olympics! 
Sigma Alpha 
Tau Sorority 
*Owls* 
Motto: Sagacity, Affection, and 
Truth 
Flower: Yellow 
Chrysanthemum 
Colors: Gold and Jade 
Mascot: Owl 
***** 
~84-~85 OFFICERS 
Pres.: Mindy Phinney 
V. Pres.: Karen Raab 
Treas.: ShellyTravis 
Sec.: Martha McKell 
148 Greeks 
The 1985-'86 president of Sigma Alpha Tau sorori-
ty: Shelly Travis. 
The Owls pledge class entertain Greeks at 
pledge skits with their own sort of Trivial Pursuit. 
First Row: Debbie Lamp, Debbie Keeny, Selena Swisher, Ellen Butcher, 
rah Harvey, Shonda Keckley, Cindy McKelvey, Shelly Travis, Maureen Coo-
lly, Susan Bodell, Lori Appleman, Kami Hoey Second Row: Molly Trittipo, 
annine Seitz, Jennifer Maddox, Jennifer Slager, Danielle Brumfield, Paula 
,wman, Molly Dunlap, Becky Barnes, Gwynn Peebles, Martha McKell, Deb 
Henbaugh, Debbie Ketner Third Row: Sarah Ross, Natalie Lederer, Jamee 
wis, Trisha Daugherty, Amy Puskarich, Susan Shelly, Monica Dougherty, 
Mary Hood, Becky Hess, Amy Dover, Sue Rohl, Cathy Heckmann, 
Raben Norton, Julie McGuire, Rosemay Lutz, Judy Ketner Fourth 
Row: Christi Bailey, Jennifer Ringo, Patty Burch, Andrea Strom, 
Laura Lee Adams, Ann Silvey, Patty Royer, Laura Moore, Susan 
Hetzel, Barb Harmer, Georgann Parker, Mindy Phinney 
The Owls Homecoming float. 
The Hooters practice for serenades. 
Hooters Ronda Gearhart and Shonda Keckley 
party at the Rats-Owl Blast. 
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The 1984-'85 president of Eta Phi Mu fraternity: 
Brian Johnston. 
The Jonda boys voice their opinion of the administra-
tion's crack down on Greeks. 
150 Greeks 
Freshman Kevin Dougherty, who plays soccer for 
the Cardinals, pledged Jonda this spring. 
First Row: Tom Huffman, Scott Wiemers, Troy 
Farnlacher, Andy Harman, Dean Kincaid, Richard 
Hart, Todd Ebbrecht, Scott Snyder Second Row: Dave 
Mcintyre, Brian Wolford, Paul Wickham, Neil Obrien, 
Alan Campbell Third Row: Marvin Sitton, Mark 
Milowsky, Jeff Leohner, Brian Winger, John 
Mike Torok, Rob Schaaf Fourth Row: Tom 
Robert England, Roger Corey, Yosh Kishi, Taki, 
Morris, Doug Johnson, Bill Riley, Sgt., Brent 
man, Brian Grigsby, Michael Carroll 
'he Jonda Homecoming float didn't win any awards, 
it was by fa1 the most popular float with the 
ients. 
Jonda meat Toby Wagner takes on the responsibility of 
Master of Ceremonies at the Harmony Night competition of 
Greek Week. 
EtaPhiMu 
Fraternity 
* Jonda * 
Motto: Let Brotherly Love 
Continue 
Flower: Edelweiss 
Colors: Blue and Gold 
***** 
"84-"85 Officers 
Pres.: Brian Johnston 
V .. Pres.: Mark Porter 
Treas.: Robert Schaaf 
Sec.: Jerry Fairchild 
Doug Weiler and Jerame Davies relax at the 
fall term orientation picnic. 
Greeks 151 
EKT's homecoming candidate and queen Lisa 
Fickel is escorted on the field by Joe Barber. 
EKT's Harmony Night act of "Boogie Woogie Bugle 
Boy" wins the girls a second-place trophy in the night's 
competition. 
152 Greeks 
First Row: Lori Kuhn, Melanie Scott, Martha Dunphy, Tam! Claus, 
Tracy Claus, Trisha Swartz, Shari Kuhlman, Katie Riley, Jean Ann 
Graham, Jennifer Winter Second Row: Lisa Fisher, Sherry James, Nadine 
Sheridan, Sherry Meadows, Karen Hill, Shelly Stackhouse, Ellen Heeney, 
Carrie Logsdon, Cindy Conley, Stephanie Tischer, Amy Witt, Tracey 
Tier, Christy Boyd, Laurie lintel, Kris Behrend, Stacie Gilg, Carol 
Svensson, Jan Erickson, Susan Wiley, Kez Ward, Teri Williamson, Vicki 
EKT has their own set of twins, Tami and Tracy 
Claus. 
Mabry Third Row: Karen Slade, Lori Warren, Cheryl Calentine, 
Holm, Jenny Dearth, Linda Cole, Julie Ashley, Chris Bennett, 
Denise Fitzgerald, Ruth Waddell, Jane Johnson, Susan Wright, 
lins, Karen Frye, Tami Lange, Gretchen Shaffer, Cherie O'Donnell, 
Bravard, A!ecla Jones', Mindie Demaagd Fourth Row: Lori Ashcraft, 
Fickel, Sherri Orr, Tammy Goldsberry, Georgine Francescangeli, 
Brown, Melanie Murphy, Wendy Jacoby, Allison Dixon 
EKT serenades their candidate for queen, Lisa 
Fickel. 
Pledging brings out many hidden talents. Carol 
Svensson has her acting debut at pledge skits. 
EKT's spring weekend has all the comforts of home 
as Richard Hart and Rob Gagnon point out to 
Georgine Francescangeli. 
Epsilon Kappa 
Tau Sorority 
*Arbutus* 
Motto: Love and Honor 
Flower: Arbutus 
Colors: Pink and White 
Mascot: Pink Panther 
***** 
'84- '85 OFFICERS 
Pres.: Sherri Orr 
V. Pres.: Georgine 
Francescangeli 
Treas.: Tammy 
Goldsberry 
Sec.: Melanie Murphy 
Greeks 153 
Pi Kappa Phi 
Fraternity 
* Country Club * 
Motto: Staunch Friends at 
all Hazards 
Colors: Black and Orange 
***** 
'84-'85 Officers 
Pres.: Jeff Clark 
V. Pres.: Mike Dietzel 
Treas.: Gary Ubry 
Sec.: Mark Seymour 
Jeff Wiles and Brad Thomas work on football The 1984-'85 president of Pi Kappa Phi fraternity: 
strategies during the intramurals final competition. Jeff Clark. 
154 Greeks 
Dave Mainella and Lee Griffith travel to 
Bowling Green Greek leadership workshop. 
"irst Row: Rick Patterson, Tim Dolder, Jeff Clark, Mike 
rter, Dave Tanner Second Row: Scott Pryfogle, Andy 
tith, Mike Dietzel, Brian Ensminger, Barry Sutherland, 
)tt Barrett, Tom Chance Third Row: Jim Moyer, Chris 
Freshman Jamie Kaltenbach, who plays foot-
ball for the Cardinals, pledged Country Club this 
winter. 
Cebull, Jamie Kaltenbach, Bill Crum, Ron Baker, 
John Piper Fourth Row: Jeff Wiles, Mike Holmes, 
Tom Lucas Fifth Row: Mark Seymour, Jim 
LeMaster, Mark Reynolds 
The Club I basketball team took first place honors 
during winter intramurals. 
The Clubbers enter their float in the Homecoming 
parade with a little help from Jimmy. 
Greeks 155 
Maureen Sims, Janine Martin, Susan Gaskill, 
Leah Belardo, Vicki Vrettos, and "killer" Lisa 
Porter form their ideal sorority for pledge skit night. 
lt~s Greek to me! 
Pledges! They're the life blood of each 
Greek organization on campus. They bring 
new faces and fresh ideas into each group. 
This rush season was a successful one 
with 86 men and 90 women pledging their 
respective fraternities and sororities during 
winter term. 
Pledging is a hectic time with chat dates, 
coke dates, Greek histories to learn, and lots 
of people to get to know, but these activities 
are fun and rewarding in themselves. 
The theme of Greek unity was stressed 
this year to promote a spirit of friendship 
between all the Greek organizations. Not on-
ly does pledging give freshmen the chance 
to get to meet people from their own Greek 
group, but also to meet and make friends 
with Greeks from every group. 
by Vicki Mabry 
156 Greeks 
Krista Lawson - a Rats pledge!? 
Little Hooters Jamie Lewis and Kelly Welch 
the sticky lifesaver. 
Robyn Powell shows us true basketball form. 
Mary Hood and Paula Bowman (at her best) per· 
form in pledge skit night. 
"It's mine!" "I'll get it!" "Let me hit it!" "I've got it!" 
BOOM!!! 
A typical Coke date?! EKT pledges Michelle Miller 
and Kris Behrend perform in skit night. 
Greeks 157 
The Tern pledge skit entertains the crowd. 
' 
Jenna Donoho and Denise Early characterize 
sorority girls at a generic college. 
158 Greeks 
Lynne Stephenson models for the Winter Carnival 
fashion show. 
first Row: Lisa Porter, Debbie Swan, Janine Martin, Kim West, 
Devonie Verne, Kris Gustafson, Diane ldapence, Anya Randall, Amy 
Weiskircher, Kim Zinn, Vicki Vrettos, Christa Moreland, Jennifer Scofield 
Second Row: Joan Sellers, Julie Neal, Kim Beimly, Lynne Stephenson, 
Lisa Rea, Kelly Engler, Anna Dallas, Diane McElhaney, Robyn Hoffmann, 
Haldin Sabri, Lisa Rindfuss, Leah Belardo, Jolene Thompson, 
cent, Jessica Jennings, Denise Early, Pidgit Hall Third Row: 
Buchan, Robin Fuson, Charlene Lacy, Heide Matzke, Nancy Ray, 
Stauch, Kim Allbaugh, Pam Carter, Amy Cedargren 
!Cim Whitmore, Susie Hammer, and Diane 
lpence enjoy the food and company of the TEM 
ndship picnic. 
Tau Epsilon 
Mu Sorority 
*Talisman* 
Motto: Everybody's Lonesome 
Flower: Talisman Rose 
Colors: Purple and Gold 
Mascot: Greenworm 
***** 
'84-'85 Officers 
Pres.: Devonie Verne 
V. Pres.: Kim West 
Treas.: Heide Matzke 
Sec.: Wendy Miller 
The 1984-'85 president of Tau Epsilon Mu sorority: Temmers serenade their homecoming candidate 
Devonie Verne. Devonie Verne. 
Greeks 159 
Kingsman Steve Brown does his part for the Greek 
Week Bloodmobile. 
Carlos Navarro and Dawn Calder head for the 
pool at the EKT spring weekend. 
160 Greeks 
First Row: Dave Fisher, Joe Barber, Sean Woodson, 
Mike Mesewicz Second Row: Chuck VanSickle, Sam 
Woody, Chris Gross, Mike Highman, Bob Kenney, Mike 
Maxwell, Scott Hubbard, Brad Rinehart, Dave 
Brad Rinehart attempts to give directions to the 
pool at EKT's spring weekend. 
Bauman, Matt Puskarich, Mark Sell, Jay Mcintire, 
Burnett Third Row: Jon Pence, Ron Butterbaugh, 
Spivey, Mike Wonder, Mike Lopez, Carlos 
Rob Gagnon, Steve Brown, Craig Barnum 
Freshman Jim Burnett proclaims Kings fraternity The 1984-'85 president of Lambda Gamma Epsilon, 
#1 at Greek Olympics. Mike Maxwell, chats with new pledges at the Agora. 
Joe Barber sees intramural football action. 
Lambda Gamma 
Epsilon Fraternity 
*Kings* 
Motto: Loyalty to God, 
Country, Brothers, 
and Otterbein 
Colors: Maroon and Gold 
***** 
'84-'85 Officers 
Pres;: Mike Maxwell 
V. Pres.: Mike Mesewicz 
Treas.: Jay Mcintire 
Sec.: ScottHubbard 
Greeks 161 
ThetaNu 
Sorority 
* Greenwhich * 
Motto: She will honor the Arts 
Flower: Violet 
Colors: Purple and White 
Mascot: Deer 
***** 
'84-'85 OFFICERS 
Pres.: Christine Tomlinson 
V. Pres.: Belva Wagner 
Treas.: Rebecca Jackson 
Sec.: Tracey Muschott 
Theta Nu's Homecoming candidate Tracey 
Muschott enjoys the sunshine of Homecoming day. 
162 Greeks 
Theta Nu entertains at pledge skits. 
Patti Fott gives her all in the tug-of-war. 
First Row: Michele Davis, Patti Fott, Beth Helwig, 
:arol Segraves, Beth Shinko Second Row: Marla 
~uhlman, Tracey Muschott, Lisa Cunningham, Judy 
Theta Nu sees volleyball action at Greek Olympics. 
Amy, Janet Yaus Third Row: Valerie Walborn, Cindy 
Abrams, Robyn Powell, Laura Rea, Mary Jo Monte, 
Heather Nyland, Laura Lei Schluter 
Carol Segraves enjoys the good food of the Pan-
He! picnic. 
The 1984-'85 President of Theta Nu sorority, Chris 
Tomlinson. 
Greeks 163 
Zeta Phi football fans Paula Mathieu, Dave 
Langdon, Robin Fuson, and Karen Stauch lend Carl Miller gets a break from the fast action of the 
their support to the team. intramural football championship. 
Zeta Phi 
Fraternity 
*Rats* 
Motto: Union of Purpose 
Colors: Black and Gold 
Mascot: Lion 
***** 
'84- '85 Officers 
Pres.: Kevin McKay 
V. Pres.: Carl Miller 
Treas.: Mark Puskarich 
Sec.: Todd Weihl 
164 Greeks 
Zeta man Rich Sharpe makes his way 
campus. 
irst Row: John Compton, Dixie, Barry Goldslager, Budweiser, Todd Weihl 
ond Row: Bi!l Gruber, Pat Denoma, Rick Gagnon, Brad Earman Third Row: 
y Redd, Dave Wallenfelsz, Drew Ward, Tom Sharpe, Chip Gardner, John 
lis, Tim Barber, Carl Miller, John Tiberi, Dave Langdon, Dave Skrobot, 
Bernie Anderson, Greg Meyers, Mike Knight, Rich Sharpe, Jonathan 
Hudson, Mark Puskarich, Scott Hill, Craig Severance, Dave Bricker, 
Tim Koethke, Victor Canini 
Pledges Sherry Meadows (EKT) and Pat Denoma 
(Rats) party at the Winter Carnival mixer. 
The 1984-'85 President of Zeta Phi fraternity, 
Kevin McKay. 
Rat pledge Brad Earman has a hard time keep· 
ing pace at Greek Week aerobics. 
Greeks 165 
Kappa Phi serenades their candidate for Homecoming queen. 
The 1984-'85 President of Kappa Phi Omega sorori-
ty, Susan Bowman. 
166 Greeks 
The Onyx Homecoming float. 
j .. ' ., .. ~. 
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First Row: Debbie Haettich, Debbie Morris, Michelle Carol lndorf Third Row: Susan Bowman, 
McClure Second Row: Lynda Runyon, Lynn Rigg, VanTassle 
Kappa Phi turns serenades into skits for their 
ndidate. 
Kappa Phi 
Omega Sorority 
*Onyx* 
Motto: Sisters and friends 
until the end 
Flower: Yellow 
Chrysanthemum 
Colors: Turquoise, Gold, 
and Black 
Mascot: Black, Scottie Dog 
***** 
'84-'85 Officers 
Pres.: Susan Bowman 
V. Pr~s.: Lynda Runyon 
Treas.: Carol Indorf 
Sec.: Jen Fry 
Kappa Phi elects Susan Bowman to represent their Onyx girls Lynda Runyon, Susan Bowman, Deb-
group for Homecoming. bie Morris, and Lynn Rigg enjoy the fun and competi-
tion of Greek Olympics. 
Greeks 167 
Pi Sig goes up against Jonda in the volleyball com-
petition of Greek Olympics. 
First Row: Chris Wilds, Scott Cavanagh, Dave Williams. Second Row: Yeon Sung Lee, Bob Fritz, Rick 
John Tetzloff 
Pi Sig goes GQ with models Arif Mahmood, Jerry The 1985-'86 president of Pi Beta Sigma, Scott 
Marks, Scott Cavanagh, and John Tetzloff. Cavanagh. 
168 Greeks 
'''---~""! ELEVATOR 
Pi Sig member Mike Blankenship explains the set 
ucture of "The Wizard of Oz" to an attentive 
dience, 
John Tetzloff puts in some work time on the 
Homecoming float. And the end result as seen in the parade. 
Pi Beta Sigma 
Fraternity 
*Bulls* 
Motto: All for one and 
one for all 
Colors: Black and Gold 
***** 
'84-'85 Officers 
Pres.: Andy Sinclair 
V. Pres.: Eric Wells 
Treas.; Robert McClaren 
Sec.: Bob Fritz 
Greeks 169 
Greek Week 
adds fun to unity 
Greek Week gives Greeks the chance to 
unite in friendly competition in a number of 
different events. This year, each night of the 
week brought a different activity 
aerobics, the Bloodmobile, Harmony Night, 
Greek Olympics, and the Greek Agora. 
The coordinators were Heide Matzke 
and Richard Hart, who put many hours in-
to planning the week's activities. Hart 
commented that "it was a lot of work to get 
everyone together on things, but for the 
most part things went smoothly." 
The Agora, held at the Parke Hotel, was 
also the awards ceremony. The Vampire 
Award (Bloodmobile) went to Tau Epsilon 
Mu, Harmony night honors went to Sigma 
Delta Phi, and Olympics honors went to Ep-
silon Kappa Tau and Zeta Phi. The overall 
participation awards went to EKT and 
Sphinx. 
Greek Week always provides lots of fun 
and laughter as Greeks go all out for their 
groups. 
by Vicki Mabry 
Charlene Lacy, Dawn Calder, and Polly James Georgine Francescangeli gives it her all in 
earn participation points for their Greek groups by giv· aerobics. 
ing their time as volunteers at the Bloodmobile 
registration. 
170 Greeks 
Brian Cline, John Tetzloff, Scott Cavanagl 
Arif Mahmood, and Greg Buckingham arrive at 
Agora ready to have a good time. 
The Temmers give their rendition of "Roll Out the 
Barrel" as Nancy Ray sings lead. 
The Sigma Delta Phi act of Michael Hitt, Greg 
Menssen, Dennis Janney, and Obie Roush take 
first place in the Harmony Night competition. 
Missy Marsh, Lisa Fisher, Jeannine Seitz, and 
Molly Trittipo take a break from the dancing at the 
Parke Hotel. 
EKT er Tracey Tier takes time from her busy 
schedule to donate blood for Greek Week. 
Greeks 171 
The Little Hooters show their Greek spirit as new ac-
tives at Greek Olympics. 
172 Greeks 
Greek Olympics 
Kingsman Rob Gagnon gives it his all in the 
tug-of-war. 
Sue Rohl and Lynn Rigg don't count their 
before they're hatched. 
Kingsman Kevin Chambers takes the baton on 
the last leg of the relay and wins the race for Kings 
fraternity. 
Clubber Jim LeMaster is almost afraid to open his 
hands in the egg toss. 
Zeta Phi goes down hard, but in good spirits against 
Country Club in the tug·of·war. 
The egg toss is always a fun event for the fans to 
watch. 
Greeks 173 
174 Seniors 
Graduating senior Laura VanTassel is 
trumpeter for the May Day Coronation. 
Seniors 175 
Graduation sends seniors 
out into the ''real world" 
Otterbein graduated 271 people in its one hundred and twenty-
ninth commencement. 
Graduation, which took place June 16 in the Rike Center, gave 
the seniors of 1985 one last moment of unity before leaving for the 
"real world." 
During the program, three honorary degrees were conferred -
Dr. Hugh D. Allen, the Assistant Department Head for Clinical Af-
fairs at the University of Arizona, was awarded the honorary title of 
Doctor of Science; John W. Galbreath was awarded a degree as 
Doctor of Public Service; and William B. Coulter, the commence-
ment speaker, was named Doctor of Pedagogy. 
Coulter, brother of Dr. John Coulter of the English department 
who died last year, included as part of his speech a perspective 
given by his brother at a Baccalaureate service three years ago. 
Coulter challenged the seniors to use the education provided by Ot-
terbein to become leaders in the world. 
After the program, a reception was held in the Rike where most 
seniors gathered to laugh and hug and cry and celebrate their new 
status. 
Good luck to the class of 1985, and, as President DeVore 
reminded (or warned), "You'll be hearing from Otterbein real soon!" 
by Carol Huston 
176 Seniors 
Opposite Page - Sharon Voellinger receives her hood from the Otterbein 
faculty. 
The receiving of diplomas is the end to a lot of hard work. 
Graduates take interest in diplomas and the speeches. 
Graduates Russ McHenry and Mark Seymour celebrate the victory of four long 
years!! 
Graduate Elaine Pool is filled with emotion on graduation day. 
l(immel earns 
distinction honors 
David Kimmel was the only student to 
complete a distinction project this year. Ten to 
15 people usually begin the program each 
year, but only a few ever complete the project. 
"The (distinction) project is an elongated, in-
depth study which concentrates on an area of 
interest to the student," according to Dr. 
Norman Chaney, director of the program. 
Kimmel's interest lies in English, especially 
in the areas of language and linguistics. The 
subject Kimmel chose to research is how 
Lewis Carroll's book Through the Looking Glass 
affects the language of children. 
An Interested student must have an overall 
"B" average and have at least one year of 
school remaining to complete the project. 
Kimmel said that researching such an ex-
tensive project "involves a great deal of 
lengthy research, including reading, notetaking, 
and writing." 
Kimmel will be the only senior to graduate 
with distinction. 
by Cheryl Brady 
Tammy Adams 
Debra Barger 
178 Seniors 
Lisa Applegate Lori Ashcraft Kevin Baker 
Nancy Binzel Susan Bowman Sheryl Brady 
Delisa Buckingham Steven Burns John Case 
ChrisCebull Sandra Chaffee Mary Cole 
Todd Corwin Sharon Cullers Kristine Deardurff 
David Decooman KurtDenijs Val Devore Mike Dietzel 
Seniors 179 
Allison Dixon Brian Driver Colleen Debrul 
Keith Evans Lisa Fickel Georgine Francesangeli 
Jeff Gale Mike Ginn Tammy Goldsberry 
Greg Griffith Vicky Hahn Janet Hall Greg Hippler 
180 Seniors 
Mike Holmes 
Diane Idapence Carollndorf 
Tamy Howdyshell Carol Huston 
Frank Irion John Johnson 
Laurie Lee Brown is elected the independent 
Homecoming queen candidate. Jeff Gale escorts her at 
serenades. 
John Ricarte, hall director for Mayne Hall, prac-
tices conducting for his music class. 
Seniors 181 
Susan Johnston Susan Jones Cheryl Kager 
Jim Lemaster Hilda Lindner Jenny Linker 
Susan Looby Tom Lucas Jerry Marks 
Cindy McKelvey Dawn Meister Lisa Mentzer Carol Lee Mika 
1.182 Seniors 
SherriOrr 
Hahn Yale-Bound 
Vicky Hahn is graduating with an 
unusual double major: chemistry and art. 
The combination is a result of Vicky's high 
school interest in either a chemistry or 
medical illustration career. 
As a freshman, she kept both her art and 
chemistry avenues open, and eventually ac-
cumulated enough credits in art for a major. 
Her project, Plato's Chair (in front of Bat-
telle Fine Arts Center), is one of her 
accomplishments. 
Hahn is a perfectionist, but copes by 
balancing studying and other activities. "I 
tend to not take an overload," she said. 
"The most credits I think I've ever taken is 
17." 
She also attributes her academic success· 
(she has a 3.99 point average) to her faith in 
God. "If I get a B, I still care, but I know that 
I'm doing what I'm supposed to be doing." 
Hahn is proud of both her sculpture and 
of the graduate work she will begin at Yale 
in the fall. She described both ac-
complishments by saying, "I only used what 
God gave me. Without Him, I would prob-
ably have had a nervous breakdown." 
by Carol Huston 
Georgann Parker 
Seniors 183 
Tonya Parkey Gwynn Peebles Ruth Pettibone 
TammeRawn LuAnnRay Lee Ann Reidel 
Marlene Rockwell Beth Schreiber Tina Schumacher 
Mark Selby Melinda Selby Bill Sennett Craig Severance 
1184 Seniors 
Mark Seymour Cyndi Shover 
Paula Simpson Lisa Sleith 
Randy Siegel Ann Silvey 
Bonnie Smithson Susan Speese 
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Greg Hippler relaxes as the band takes a break 
from playing at a football game. 
Seniors will always remember trudging through the 
snow to classes in the white winter of '85. 
.,;;r_,_-.. 
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Seniors 185 
Williams honored 
David Williams has always had an in-
terest in speech. Although he chose public 
relations as his major, Williams really 
developed his speaking abilities while at 
Otterbein. 
He was a three-time national qualifier for 
his speeches and a two-time Russell Oratory 
winner. 
Williams is enthusiastic about his speech 
experiences: "I had a fear of public speak-
ing; overcoming and learning the art was a 
big boost for my confidence." 
Williams has a special practice room in 
Cowan Hall where the trophies and awards 
won by past speech and debate teams are 
displayed. 
"The work that went into those awards 
was an inspiration and I really enjoyed going 
into that room to practice." 
Williams is the president of the newly 
created Otterbein chapter of Public Rela-
tions Student Society of America (PRSSA). 
He hopes to use his skills and share his ex-
perience with another college speech team 
while in graduate school. 
by Cheryl Brady 
Suzanne Stock 
GaryUbry 
186 Seniors 
Jerry Thaman Martha Trudeau 
Allison Ulery Devonie Verne 
Dave Weaver Patty Webb Kellv Webster 
Karen Weiland Kim Whitmore Jeff Wilson 
JackYurich SteveZinn Tammy Allis Debbie Asakura 
Terri Johnson LeisaKelly Jodi Lohmann Wendy Miller 
Seniors 187 
188 Seniors 
Lynne Morgan Melissa Pollock 
Lora Thomas 
The 1984 Homecoming court. 
Senior "Big AI" Craig Severance gets psyched for 
Greek Olympics. 
Karen Blanchard Linda Holland-Bunner Betsy Burwell Diane Chitty 
Donna Cochron Ilona Colopy Susan Grainger 
Leslie Mokry Jr _ Merry Ryan Deborah Sphason Kandy Stoffer 
Sylvia Surrett Kimberly Tupps Amy Wilson Lisa Updike 
Seniors 189 
l90 Seniors 
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In Memory of 
J enni Linker 
April13, 1963 -May 21, 1985 
Class of 1985 
Seniors 191 
Parent Patrons 
Dr. and Mrs. David Allen 
and daughter, Beth '87 
Dr. and Mrs. Angeli to Belardo 
and daughter, Leah '88 
Mr. and Mrs. Roderick Bowman 
and son, Robert '88 
Sandra and Jack Burnett 
and son, Jim '88 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Butcher 
and daughter, Ellen '87 
Rev. and Mrs. John Capper 
and daughter, Amy '87 
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Collins, Jr. 
and daughter, Lisa '88 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dunlap 
and daughter, Molly '87 
Dr. and Mrs. John Ellis 
and son, John '87 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ellison 
and daughter, LeAnn '86 
192 Patrons 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cooper 
and daughter, Karen Dickinson '88 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Crandall 
and daughter, Jill '86 
Mr. and Mrs. James Cullers 
and daughter, Sharon '85 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Dallas 
and daughter, Anna '88 
Mr. and Mrs. Roger DeMaagd 
and daughter, Mindie '88 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis DeWinter 
and daughter, Susan '85 
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Dover 
and daughter, Amy '88 
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Engler 
and daughter, Kelly '87 
Mr. and Mrs. D. Dale Fisher 
and son, David '88 
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Fitzgerald 
and daughter, Denise '88 
Mr. and Mrs. Eldon Grate 
and son, Don '86 
Mr. and Mrs. William Gruber 
and son, Bill '85 
Mr. and Mrs. James Haney 
and daughter, Stephanie '87 
Drs. Walter and Ruth Haynes 
and daughter, Melissa '85 
Jill and Gerry Hall 
and son, Jim Moyer '88 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hudson 
and son, Jonathon '88 
Dr. and Mrs. John Huston 
and daughter, Carol '85 
Dr. and Mrs. Vernon Huston 
and daughter, Polly '88 
Mr. and Mrs. James Keeny 
and daughter, Debbie '88 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ketner 
and daughter, Debbie '86 
and daughter, Judy '88 
Paul and Jo Klempay 
and son, Rich '86 
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Lederer 
and daughter, Natalie '88 
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Mabry Jr. 
and daughter, Vicki '86 
Judy Cahill and Greg Masters 
and son, Greg Masters '87 
John and Jean McKay 
and son, Kevin '86 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Mesewicz 
and son, Michael '87 
Mrs. Norma Mnich 
and son, Mark '88 
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Moll 
and son, Brian '88 
Walt and Lori Morrow 
and son, Matt Clegg '85 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Murphy 
and daughter, Melanie '85 
Mr. and Mrs. John O'Donnell 
I 
and daughter, Cherie '86 
Robert C. Patterson 
and son, Rich '88 
Mike and Mary Puskarich 
and son, Matthew '88 
Patrons 193 
Parent Patrons 
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Puskarich 
and son, Mark '86 
and daughter, Amy '88 
Mr. and Mrs. William Rawlings, Jr. 
and daughter, Claire '87 
Dr. and Mrs. John Ray 
and daughter, Nancy '86 
194 Patrons 
Students raise money for Otterbein by manning the 
phones at the annual phone-~-thon. 
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Schnurr 
and son, Thomas '88 
Carl and Faith Schrader 
and son, Austen '88 
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Scofield 
and daughter, Jennifer '87 
Mr. and Mrs. R. Bentley Shaffer 
and son, Fred '87 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Shover 
and daughter, Cyndi '85 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Sims 
and daughter, Maureen '88 
Harry and Carol Sleith 
and daughter, Lisa '85 
Mr. and Mrs. Carter Smith 
and son, Andy '86 
Larry and Kay Steece 
and son, Adam '88 
Dr. and Mrs. Ernest Svensson 
and daughter, Carol '88 
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Tiberi 
and son, John '88 
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Ulery 
and daughter, Alison '85 
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Voellinger 
and daughter, Sharon '85 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Waddell 
and daughter, Ruth '87 
Mr. and Mrs. David Wagner 
and daughter, Belva '85 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Walter 
and daughter, Laura '88 
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Weiskircher 
and daughter, Amy '88 
Frank and Linda Wine 
and son, Dave Mainella '87 
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Zintel 
and daughter, Laurie '87 
Lisa Fickel of Epsilon Kappa Tau sorority is crown· 
ed homecoming queen by Gigi Rohner. 
Freshman Che Che A vola sets out for a night on the 
town in her sports car. 
The Q.Squad entertains for homecoming. 
Patrons 195 
0-Club Patrons 
The bench is almost as intent as the playing field for 
the soccer team. 
Senior Mike Goodwin comes in for another run. 
Senior Mike Ginn sets his own pace in the cross 
country OAC finals. 
196 Patrons 
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Alton '36 
Dr. and Mr. Harold Augspurger '41 
Football, Basketball, 
Track, Baseball 
Dr. James Augspurger '71 
Basketball, Track 
Warren Ernsberger '43 
Football, Baseball 
Richard C. Grimm '40 
Football, Track 
Virgil 0. Hinton '34 
Football, Basketball, 
Baseball 
Herman F. Lehman '22 
Football, Basketball, 
Baseball 
Clark and Donna Lord '39 
Ross Morris '54 
Track 
Charles N. Myers, Jr. '51 
Football 
Richard A. Sanders '29 
Tennis 
Howard A. Sporck '34 
Football 
Hutch Williams '44 
Hugh W. Zimmer '58 
Football 
Top- Freshman Jamie Kaltenbach earned much 
experience in his first year on the track team. 
Senior Gary Ubry takes honors on all accounts in 
football this year. 
Junior Dave Langdon rushes into the basket as the 
Cards put their tough offense into gear. 
Patrons 197 
Beautiful Balloons 
39 E. College Ave. 
Westerville, Ohio 43081 
890-1992 
Brownie's Market 
43 N. State St. 
Westerville, Ohio 43081 
882-4124 
Commercial Patrons 
Business Machine Center 
34 N. State St. 
Westerville, Ohio 43081 
890-4607 
Ole Barn Flowers 
34 W. Main St. 
Westerville, Ohio 43081 
882-0606 
Melanie Scott and Diana Griffith bundle up for The freshman talent show brought many interesting 
the cold weather! acts this year! 
198 Patrons 
Sebastian Jewelers 
4 N. State St. 
Westerville, Ohio 43081 
895-3352 
Westerville Area 
Chamber of Commerce 
5 W. College Ave. 
Westerville, Ohio 43081 
882-8917 
Annex gal Deb Poffenbaugh lends a helping hand 
to Head Resident Steve Locker by babysitting. 
The food table is always a popular spot at the Otter· 
bein mixers. Here students grab some munchies at the 
Winter Carnival mixer. 
Richard Hart spends a free afternoon playing The men from Davis Hall enjoy a sunny afternoon in 
tennis. the courtyard. 
Patrons 199 
Cowboy Joe Barber relaxes at the 
fall term orientation picnic. 
200 Closing 
Vicki Mabry and Richard Hart relax at the 
EKT spring weekend. 
Basketball cheerleaders Martha McKell, Rob 
Gatch, and Robert England are intent on the ac-
tion of the game. 
EKT house members Susie Brown, Georgine 
Francescangeli, Debbie Barger, Melanie Murphy, 
and Carol Huston celebrate the end of Spring term. 
Students spend some of their free time shooting pool 
in the basement of the Campus Center. 
Closing 201 
Sherri "Shoe" Shoemaker and Lisa "Apple" 
Applegate practice for sorority serenades. 
Davis residents come out to support their team at the 
championship game of intramural football. 
202 Closing 
Dawn Calder takes a study break from finals t< 
play with Garst residents' favorite puppy, Max. 
:fr~ 
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Troy Watson and Brad Earman oil up for a day in 
the sun! 
Baseball fans bear the cold weather to support their 
team. 
Melanie Scott and Jerry Berry prepare for class. 
Closing 203 
The Davis Hall bunch find a comfortable way to get a 
tan! 
The gentlemen of Mayne Hall Mike Ginn, Greg 
Hollifield, Ray Bowman, and Paul Pagano find a 
nice way to avoid the books. 
204 Closing 
Carl Miller and Stephanie Shackle find a comfor-
table spot to watch Greek Olympics from. 
Students keep on top of world events by reading the 
newspaper in the library. 
Dave Mainella and Julie Neal cheer the Cardinal 
baseball team on to victory! 
Closing 205 
Assistant Photography Editor Tim Hoeffel finds 
time for another hobby, archery. 
Copy Editor Carol Huston spends yet another hour 
at her typewriter. 
206 Closing 
Editor Vicki Mabry sees yearbook sales for the 
time, because starting next year, students will 
books free. 
Staff writer Martha Dunphy works on a hot story 
for the Sibyl. 
Sibyl Staff 
Advisor 
Editor 
Copy Editor 
Photography Editor 
Asst. Photography Editor 
Business Manager 
Writers 
Division Page Writer 
Staff writer Diane Idapence reports on the doings 
in the Theatre Department. 
Dr. James Gorman 
Vicki Mabry 
Carol Huston 
Jennifer Slager 
TimHoeffel 
Melanie Murphy 
Cheryl Brady 
Jean Marc Cowles 
Martha Dunphy 
Diane ldapence 
Kevin McKay 
Martha McKell 
Nancy Ray 
Devonie Verne 
Kim Whitmore 
Brian Driver 
Closing 207 

